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.  . 
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Hardware  and  Software  Supply 
.  i 
• 1.  Computer  Manufacturers 
The  industry•s.principal manufacturers are listed in the 
·following table: 
THE  PRI~IPAL C().IPUTERS  MAMJFACTURERS  IN  THE  US  AND  WESTERN  aJROPE 
troTAL  SALES  EDP  SALES 
1968  1968 
(?lll{yns  )  (millions  ~~IN FIELD  OF  ACTIVITY 
0  dO  ara  of  dollar•) 
BURROJGHS  650  190  Office equlp•en\ 
CONTROLDATA  483  483  Computer a 
GENERAL  ELECTRIC  ~,-381  .  420  Electro.ochanlcs • 
Electronics 
HONEYYELL  1,281  - Scientific  lnatru.enta 
I.B.M.  6,888  6,475  Computer&  and  office 
equipment 
R.C.A.'  3,106  225  Telecommunication& 
. . 
UNIVAC  1,562  500  Office equlpeent 
TOTAL  US  MAN.JFACTURERS  22,351  • 8,293 
I.C.Lo'  220  220  Coalpu\era 
c.t.e.  56  56  Coatputera 
'  I 
SI~ENS  2,907,2  71  Electronic& 
PHILIPS  2,400  •  ..  - Electronic& 
A  £G.  TELEFUNKEN  1,374.4  - Electromechanlca • 
Electronic& 
' 
TOTAL·  aJROPEAN  MANJFACTURERS  6,957.6  353 
TOT ALE  29,308.6  8,646  -
SWRCE:  EXPANSION  •  AUGUST  1969. 
:, . 2.  The  Computer  Harket 
·On  the computer market  of the European countries and  the 
United  Kingdom  both  US  and  European  firms  are present:  . 
thus,  the  European  market  is much  more  lively and 
.. 
.  ' 
competitive  than the us  one  The  us  manufacturers establish 
themselves not only through  the  cre~tion of sales outlets 
and efficient sales networks,  but also through the creation  . 
of production plants and  stipulation of licence contracts· 
with European  industries. 
2. 1 
During  the last few  years,  the French  and  the English govern-
ments,  have  tried to stitaulate the national manufacturers. 
In France,  CII  was  charged with  de~gning two  computer series. 
In the United  Kingdom  ICL  has  the task to carry out  the 
.English industrial policy in this industry.  and  receives 
support in selling EDP  equipment  in the Commonwealth  countries. 
The  present market  shares of the various manufacturers. in 
the  EEC  countries,  the United  Kingdom  and  the United States 
are shown  in the  £allowing  table: 
MARKET  SHARES  PER  MA~FACTURER  (1969) 
BELGIUM  HOLLAM>  FRANCE  GERMAtN  ITALY  UK  USA 
BULLIGE  17.2  10.4  14.5  4o6  20.4  1.5  2.0 
CDC  0.4  4.9  3.1  2·7  1.5  0.9  5·3 
Cll  2.0  0.6  4.0  0·3  - - -
HONrotaL  1.2  2.0  1.7  2·4  2.2  s.o  4.1 
IEJ.C  64.9  54.8  62.6  63·3  66.3  40.3  71.0 
ICL  2.6  3.4  1.7  0·1  0.2  42.0  -
PHILIPS  o.e  8.7  - - - ·- -
SIB4ENS  2.9  2.2  1.0  13·2  o.e  - -
UNIVAC  3.8  7.4  4.5  · 7o1  7.5  3.8  7.0 
OTHERS  4.2  5.6  6.9  5·7  1.1  6.5  10.6 
TOTAL  100.0  100.0  100~0  100·0  100.0  100.0  100.0  -( 
The  importance of the American  presence in this market is 
evident in almost all the European  countries.  The  principal 
American  manufacturers have  in all EEC  countries a  share 
above  80%,  with  a  maximum  of 98%  in Italy.  Only  in the 
United Kingdom,  due  to the presence of ICL,  the market 
shares of the  US  manufacturers  'reach a  total of only 60%. 
On  the other hand,  European manufacturers are just about 
absent  on  the  US  market. 
The  American  superiority is particularly evident in that 
part of the market  which  is of principal interest in this 
survey,  i.e.  that of large and  extra-large computers which 
US  manufacturers control completely in Belgium,  Holland, 
France  and  Italy.  In Germany  and  the United  Kingdom  also 
!CL  and  Siemens  ere.,j?r~~nd  ·  extra-la~e 
comEYtec.mark~ which  US  manufacturers  dominate,  · however, 
clearly.  The  US  manufacturers•  shares of the  large and  extra-
large computer market  are more  important  than  those obtain-
ed for the market  as  a  whole,  because  in the  production of 
these computers  the national industries of European  countries 
cannot yet compete,  whereas  in other productions the national 
industries  of some  European  countries have  begun  to offer 
valid competition to the  American  presence,  this being due 
partly to  the policies of support  by governments. 
The  computer market  has currently the structure  of  an oligopoly, 
where  a  single manufacturer,  IBM,  occupies a  dominating 
position,  followed far behind by several minor manufacturers. 
This structure of the market is the consequence of the vay .  . 
in which  the development of the computer· industry has  taken 
place. Originally,  the computer  seemed  to be  an  instrument destined 
to solve problems  o£,  military nature,  because· o£  the necessi-
ties o£  national defense.  The  specific technical-scientific 
nature,  which characterized the birth o£  EDP  in the us,  is 
the reason why  at £irst only research centres and  the elec-
tronic industries dealt with  the problems  o£  logic and 
ele~tronics,inherent in· EDP,and  developed basic  software. 
Only  later was  co~ercial exploitation o£·the computers 
l__r, 
studied and  along with.it purposes which  were  completely 
different from  the otiginal ones.  The  possibilities o£ 
expanding  the computers market were  interpreted di££erently 
by the £irms  w~o wanted  to operate on  it. 
Some electronics£irms·continued to occupy themselves  almost 
exclusively with research and  development· o£  large process-
ing  systems,  solliciting £or this purpose government  contracts. 
In this way,  the  presence o£  highly qualified specialists 
made  the manufacturer's assistance in the employment  o£  the 
machines  superfluous. 
Other,  and especially IBM,  directed their knowledge  acquired 
during  the participation in government-financed programs 
towards  commercial  goals,  continuing their policy o£  exploit-
ing  the market  o£  private investment  goods. 
They  engaged  themselves  thus  in the  great e££ort o£  basic 
software development,  training o£  qualified personnel and 
assistance to the users.  The  objective circumstance  which 
pennitte~ IBM  to pursue.this.  policy  was  the commercially 
predominating position which it occupied on  th~ keypunch 
· machine market. 
• 
.  •  .  • 
·~ 
..  •  ... . \  .  5. 
IBM  aiimed  basically at the substition,  in a  market which 
it already controlled,  o£  a  system centered around  key-
punch machines  by another one  based on  the  computer,  ma)<-
ing  the client accept  the transition as  a  natural  consequence, 
and  not  a  forced one, o£  technological progress and  channelling. 
into a  new  direction tne already previously established 
realationship with the client. 
And,  in £act,  IBM  created the  two  computers which  were  most 
suited £or  the  transformation o£  a  UR  centre  into an 
electronic one  (650  and  1401)  and  used  two  strategies  (1): 
leasing and  assistance. 
A.  Leasing 
Leasing,already widely used £or keYPunch  machines,  has  shown 
to be  a  highly effective means  o£  giving the computer market 
a  precise qualitative and  quantitative structure. 
From  the user's point o£  view,  leasing has  several  immediat£ 
ly vis.ible advantages: 
- possibility to acquire and  experiment with  a  service 
(whose importance is often  i~ored) without having  to 
burden himself with a  prohibitive ·investment; 
-possibility to.unload on  the lessor ordinary· and extra-· 
ordinary maintenance o£  the installations; 
(1)  In 1956,  a  verdict o£  the Mti-Trust Commission  ordered 
IB~ to include  sales o£  its own  products as an alternative 
to leasing  The  verdict was,  however,  inefficient because 
·it left IBH  the possibility to direct the.clients towards 
leasingthrough  maneuvering  prices,  tari££s and  c~st o£ 
maintenance and  technical assistance. 
'·' . " 
- possibility to cancel  the contract on  short notice,  in 
case  the  instalJ.ation·.f'unctions badly or at the moment 
it has  to be  substituted because obsolete. 
6. 
From  the manufacturers view point leasing of computers requires 
the capacity to meet a great financial  engagement(1).  In real-
ity,  the manufacturers'  risk is considerably greater and 
experiences made  by  the  industry show  how  easily it can 
happen  that able  and  commercially fortunate manufacturers 
find  themselves  in the  situation of  a  deep  financial crisis, 
arising· from  their success in leasing,  which has often fatal 
consequences. 
For the big computer manufacturing firm  which has its financial 
.  . 
· resources well balanced with the  development  o£'  the install-
ations,  leasingoffersmany possibilities of penetrating and 
controlling  the market. 
In the first place,  being proprietor o£'  a  great  share  o£' . 
•  installed equipment,  the leader firm can control the process 
of the installations'  obsolescence by directing the  ~ythrn 
of technological  progress  and  exploiting  to a  maximum  the 
investments already made. 
Secondly,  the apparently "disinterested" position which  the 
lessor'takes gives him  cultural prestige with the users. 
Thus,  his £unction o£  technical advisor is emphasized.as 
the users become  aware  o£  EDP's  meaning.  Leasing becomes  thus 
(1)  Usually a  £irm starts to make  profit only during  the 
fourth year o£  the installation o£  leased equipment. a  natural vahicle for the establihsment of a  close relation-
ship which  can,  in turn,  be  exploited profitably £or  promot-
ion,  that is, when.  convincing  the clients that they should 
i 
extend  their installations  progressively~ 
From  what  has  been  said  it becomes  evident  to:what 
leasinghas contributed to'giving the computer  supply an 
almost monopolistic structure,  all to the advantage  o£  the 
most  experienced and  smart manufacturer  (IBH). 
The  small manufacturers,  who  have  a  financial  and  organizat-
ional handicap,· are unable  to pursue  an  autonomous  policy.· 
·ence  they have  accepted the  "rules o£  the  game",  excepting 
exceptional circumstances,  they are limited to a  marginal 
role on  the market  which  cannot be  changed without unbearable 
e££orts. 
B.  Educational  aspects of  the before and  after-sales assistance 
The  EDP  ~poly  'consists,  above  all,  o£  control o£ the 
explo:l.tation o£  the  technological knowledge,  first through· 
identification and  definition of the  problems,  then  through 
the choice of the optimal solution. 
It is typical that  IBH  has constantly attributed great 
importance  to an  educational policy toward  the clients, 
beginning with the  pre-sales phase until true and  proper 
assistance during utilization.  The  results o£  this policy 
have  been so effective in terms  of customers'. faithfulness· 
that paradoxically  IBr-1  has managed  on  more  than one  occa-
sion to sell its machines before the definite projects for their 
production  were·completed.  This  phenomenon  is explained 
'by the fact that in the EDP  field the classic principles 
of industrial marketing are reversed:  it is not so much  a ·.  a. 
question of interpreting the needs  £or supply as  to provoke 
and  direct  them.  For  this purpose  IBM  has directed its 
efforts mainly towards  persons  instead towards  firms, 
establishing intimate  and  continuous contacts. 
Its training courses for EDP  personnel have  increased over 
the  time  in three aspects: 
1. qualifications of participants  (chiefs of EDP  centres, 
programmers,  analysts,  business consultants,  managers), 
2.  number  of participants  (there are many  courses in many 
places), 
3.  arguments  dealt with  (seminars  about  advanced  techniques 
to which  specialists in the various matters come  £rom  all 
over the world). 
Influence on  firms  is thus  exerted  from the inside  as  a· 
consequence of the abovementioned  policy.  As  the computer 
begins  to become  an  integral part of the users•  organism, 
new  11Centres of competence"  are being  formed  which will 
change  the traditional power  structures on  the business 
level,  while  on  an  inter-business level  the osmosis  o£ 
problems  posed and  solved will intensify according  to a 
common.  ideological matrix.  : 
·In this situation,  entry  of  competitors into the market 
can  take  place only under the condition that they communicate 
with the users in  the same  manner used by  the industry's 
leading firm. 
*  *  * According  to  wide~pread opinion  IBM  even favoured  technological) 
innovations made  by its competitors  through a  policy of high 
prices,  practised in the  sixties,  which  became,  moreover, 
.  . 
necessary because  of  the high cost of  the services  included 
in the equipment's price. 
In reality,  giving its competitors the opportunity to cope  . 
with the high cost of research &  development  of new  models, 
IBH  knew  that in the  end all the  services offered by them 
would  be inferior in quality and  quantity and  that,  at the 
same  time,the competitors would  be weakened  because of the 
great R  &  D e££ort. 
In other words,  IBH,  having understood  that  the  supply's  • 
centre of gravity moved  from  hardware  to other  "immaterial" 
elements of the  system  (software,  system analysis,  industry 
competence),  was  able  in the  sixties to profit from  the 
equipment's  innovative process  to~a larger degree  than its 
own  contr~bution would  have  justified. 
Also with regard to applications the market was influenced by 
the  software  supply,  developed especially for  those  appli-
cations derived more  directly from  the  substitution of key-
pun~h machines  by computers. 
These  applications require,  among  other things,  less sophistic-
ated hardware.  In this way,  also the delay in the intrmduction 
of computers  into Public Administration.can be  justified, 
because  standardization of  the applications is not  so easy 
here  as in business. 
In Europe,  the us\  model  of the electronics firms did not 
I 
find  the necessary prerequisites for development  because 
I 
oi different enviz\onmental  conditions,  despite the fact 
\ 
that the model  was  followed  which  in the us  produced  such 10  •. 
• 
formidable  economic  results. 
European  £irms  active in scientific research  su££ered £rom 
a  lack o£  government  support;  as a  consequenc·e  development 
o£  Eur9pean ·computer  £irms  could take  place only by follow-
ing  the  typical model'o£  the firms manufacturing  o££ice 
equipment. 
Much  like what  happened  in the us  to  IBM,  the existence o£ 
.·a  net o£  commercial relationships, a  sales network  and  market 
expe~ience determined  the.  success  on  the market  o£ 
those firms  who  had  already manufactured keypunch  machines. 
... 
I 
But  the £actors which  slowed  down  the  e~pansion o£  the 
European  £irms were  the limited size o£  the national market 
on  which  they operated chiefly,  the  limited financial 
1 
r  resources destined £or computers  by the various £irms,  a 
too large number  o£  manufacturers present on  the market  and 
the always  agressive competition by US  firms. 
To  change  this situation,  the  firms  resorted sometimes  to  a  · 
merger into a  single £irm  o£  the various national ones, 
guaranteeing  them  thus  a  predominant  position on  their own 
market  (this happened  in the United  Kingdom)  and  avoiding 
being  absorbed by  US  firms,  as ·happened  in France and Italy 
where  General Electri'c absorbed Bull. ·and  the EDP  branch o£ 
Olivetti. 
·' '3.  The  S £•  S  1  o  '-\\·are  u pp  y 
During  the last decade  the  software  suppil.'Y  :!Llli'  &e \llJ~S  lba~ 
increased at a  tremendous  rate,  as illustrated Jby  rt:lbe 
£ollowing'table,  In it we  have listed separately the 
expenditures o£  manufacturers  and users,  as well as  the· 
sales o£  independent  software firms. 
ESTIMATE  OF'  SOFTWARE  EXPENDITURES  IN  THE  US  (millions of dollars) 
. I 
t.IANJF'ACTURERS  USERS  I  NO EP ENDENT 
YEARS  F'I~.\S  TOTAL  . 
(expend l tures)  (expendi turea)  (Sales) 
1960  200  350.  } 
Less  than  600 
1961  3:50  670  1,000 
3 
1962  500  1,'100  1,600 
1963  620  1,300  5'  1,925  . 
1904  800  1,600  20  2,420 
19GS  1,000  2,100  50  3,150 
1966  1,100  2,600  100  .  3,800 
1967  1,150  3,000  180  s, 130 
1968  1,200  4,500  250  5,950 
. 1969  1,300  5,450  400  7,150 
' 
SOURCE:  EDP  INDUSTRY  REPORT  - 114AY  15,1968, 
I  I  • 
Very little o£ 'the amount  spent by computer users,  estimated 
at $  4,500 million,  or just over  75~ ol the  $  5,450 million 
expenditures in 1968  - is available to the  independent  suppliers 
or to computer manufacturers thrOugh  separate pricing. 
Major expenses are primarily for normal  programming  in the· 
c;ourse  of daily computer operation·,  or for software which 
is so specialized or proprietary that it must  be handled by the-computer user. 
Software expenditures by computer manufacturers normally 
range  between  15%  and  25%  of  the value of shipments for 
companies  that have  a  generally broad range of machines, 
Nevertheless,  the  total cost  £or  software is going  to be 
borne·by the computer user- whether it is £or separately 
priced software,  or it is included in the basic charges 
£or computing  equipment. 
Over  a  given  period of  time  a  u.s.  user pays more  money 
to his own  employees  to  support  a  c~mputer,  than he  pays. 
to the manufacturer to provide that computer  even. though . 
the manufacturer supplied software is covered by the latter 
payment. 
)
As  was  confirmed by  the interviews conducted with the.users 
£or this survey,  the software expenses  in the European 
countries account  £or a  smaller part o£  the total expenses. 
The  discrepancy between Europe  and  the  US  in this respect 
is due  to a  large degree  to the  £act  that basic software 
i.s  produced essentially by the tiS  manufacturing  companies. 
lt is beyond  doubt  that further development  of EDP  depends 
in all the·world from  the reply which  software  supply-
in the most  varied forms  - will be  able  to give  to demand. 
Computer manufacturers  tend  to have  a_cyclical need £or 
· sys.tems  programmers  and analysts.  Their need  peaks during 
the development  and  installation o£·a new  generation o£ 
computers.  Since completely new  lines o£  computers are. 
expected to occur less frequently than in the past,  the 
highest sta££ requirements will be felt at longer intervals. 
The  requirements £or sta££  imply  a  large build-up o£ 
personnel who  must  be  paid £or,  whether shifted to applica -
tions programming  or other activities.Either the company 
.. must  retain sta££  expe~tness and  continuity as part o£ 
maintaining competitive posture or,  i£ the cost appears 
.  . 
too high,  release competent  and  expensively trained 
personnel. 
The  latter could pose  a  potential threat to manufacturers 
and  strengthen the  independent  programming•£irms,  the like-
ly beneficiaries o£. the migration o£  talents. 
As  programming's  proportion o£  revenue  £rom  EDP  investment 
continues  to increase,  some  computer manufacturers could 
have  the best combination o£  resources  to meet  the  total 
.. 
needs  o£  an  information processing  services industry,  and 
consequently to change  the market  strategy o£  providing.: 
free  software. 
In £act,  there is some  evidence· that marketing  techniques 
will shift  in the future:  the  small manufacturers will 
shy away  more  than large firms  £rom  supplying free  programs 
not closely related to hardware  sales. 
Users· are beginning  to understand the s:igni£icance  o.£  the 
la.:rge  investments necessary in programming.  As  the  programs.· 
become  more  powerful  and  the users become  more  sophisticated·, 
they are willing to pay £or a  guaranteed and  maintained 
programming  package. 
To  the manu£acttrers, not  serving this market  could mean 
eventually remarkable  losses and  less communication with 
the end user. 
The  adoption o£  separate pricing £or software - already 
effective in the ·us  and  soon  also in Europe  - can have 
considerable effects and  deserves,  therefore,  a  more 
profound analysis. 
· ... ·' 
As  a  matter o£  £act,  the .economic  structure o£  ·separating 
the pr_icing  o£  software £rom  hardware  seems  ~to have  within 
it a  quali.ty which  is sel£-de£eating both. £or the  co~puter 
manufacturers and  £or  the user. 
The  latter - which  would  have  rented a  system equipment  £or 
100/month under the old  p~icing  s~heme - is £aced with the 
choice o£  saving 3/month  and  buying his software  elsewh~re, 
or paying  115/month  £or  hardware~software  s~pply. 
Everythingelse being equal,  an  outside software vendor 
can meet·manu£acturers•s  software price by  offering a 
package  to the prospect £or 18/month.  It is apparently 
a  good  bargain £or  software houses. 
· One  must  recall that the per-unit cost o£  so£tware is 
peculiarly sensitive to  v~lume,  because reproduction cost 
is very low  and  design cost is very high.  Therefore,  the  . 
software pr-oducer  with the highest volume  will have  the 
lowest per-unit costs.  This effect is much  more  pronounced 
than in conventional  mas~-production equipment  manufacturing 
·where  the reproduction cost dominated  the design cost. 
As  the small manufacturer loses ·software  cus·tomers  to 
i~dependent software houses,  his per-unit costs go  up,  he 
is forced  to raise prices,  and  he  drives away  more  custom~rs. 
Finally,  the separation o£  software pricing could give 
rise to an  incentive structure which  encourage~ the  small 
manufacturer to abdicate his present role as a  supplier o£ 
software,  system  integration and  associated services. 
This could have  two  consequences: 
(a)  hardware  price competition vs.  IBM,  and 
(b)  a  user tendency to'  buy  IBH-compatibl~ ·equipment -; 
that would  be  particularly e££ective in the  small .. 
systcw·w.J.:cl~\~t,  where  hc:trdwu:ce  margins· are higher and 
volume  diffe:cences  between  small  and  large manufacturers 
arc greater. 
The  net ef  feet,  thcn1 \'.rould  be  to strengthen  IBH' s  posi.tion. i.M  ... 
in the  small-system ma:t'ket. ·  1  W 
Solr!e  .fur'thel''  co11siderations  can be  made  about  the  impact 
of separate software pricing  011  what  involves  the help 
provj.ded  to a  user in designing  cll1d  programming  his particular· 
application,  and  in m«kirig  sense of the ·software he  gets. 
This support  previously  o~fered "free" by  the computer · 
manufacturer- will be  most  reasonaly provided by  an  inde-· 
I  ' 
pendent contractor or by the suppliers of system and  appli-
·cation software. 
'  The  major  si~1ificance of separate software pricing is that 
is promises to drive. a  wedge  into' the marketing relation• 
ship which  now  exists between  tl1-e  user and  the computer 
manufacturer.  The  wadge  is labeled "prime  contraetor" 
.and  the role is most  probably occupied by the software.houses  • 
.  ) ,4•  Concluding  remarks 
The  product offered by the  computer manufacturers is not 
.a tradictional product,  but  an  information  system consist-
ing of hardware,  software and  organizational analysis. 
Consequently~,  the firms  who  want  to operate on  this ·market 
must  assume  the role of a  "system; ir!dustry"  and  not that  · 
~---. 
of a  traditional manufacturing firm. 
The  ability to form  and manage  such  a  complex  process 
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brings :into  existence firms  with completely new  characteristics 
where  all managerial  techniques  which  were used  separ~tely· 
until now,  have  to be  integrated. 
IBH  has  known  how  to carry out on  a  worldwide basis this 
transformation and it has· thus managed  to  leave behind its 
competitors,  creating  a  real managerial  gap~· 
\-lhen  trying  to single out  the  possible lines of development 
of the EDP  supply,  the roles of the firms  have  to be divided 
depending  on  whether they want  to assume  roles which  integrate 
with or substitute IBN's  :tole. 
By  integrative industries we  mean  those enterprises which 
have directed or are directing  themselves  towards fields 
in which  IBN  is less interested.  They  are  firms . 
manufacturing highly specialized subsystems  (auxiliary 
apparatus,  integratea circuits,  peripheral elements of the 
computer,  software houses,  ~tc.) or equipment  for special 
purposes. 
In both cases they integrate with the large manufacturer 
Development of these firms will depend greatly from  the 
degree of specialization which  they can  achieve. 
By  substituting industries we  mean  those firms who  try to 
'  - ' ~. 
comp~te with  IBM  in "big computer systems",  despite  t~ 
£act that history of the computer manufacturing firms 
has  shown  that clients  ~eel a  "£!~~iP..tlitx; gap"  between 
IBM  and its .competitors. 
The  latter have  always  tried to imitate and  o£ten to 
anticipate the  IBM  model.  IBM,  £or its part,  has  neve~  ~ 
renovated its production line,  unless £creed to·do  so. by\ 
\ 
competition.  But  despite delays,  it has  always  been able 
to des·troy the initial advantage of the competition and 
to rea££irm its predominance.  This is due  to the close 
relationship established between user and manufacturer,  a 
result 9£ its  "~oriented. P.olicy". 
As  a  matter o£  £act,  hardware  sales are only the culmination 
!. 
o£  the service offered the user which  begins with the· 
determination of his specific needs, ·continues with  the 
study of applications and  establishes itself firmly with 
assistance,  maintenance  and  renovation of the installations, 
and  expansion and  integration of the  system in order to 
meet  new  requirements.  In this way  the  service offered 
0 
assures future sales o£  other products.  In £act,  one  product 
can be  substituted with another o£  a  different brand,  but 
it is difficult to replace a  computer which makes  part Ot 
a  system of  products and  services offered by the  same  £irm,  . 
and  the probability  tha~ it will be  substituted with another· 
£rom  the same  firm is very  high.  However,  a  slowdown  in 
technological· development.can arise from  ~he leasing policy 
and  th~ predominance of the market by one  manufacturer. 
Mitigation o£  the present monopolistic character o£  the 
market would  be  ~esirable. But  this result cannot be obtained 
i 
i' 
I 
' . . 
...... ·-
easily, .if the other manufacturers are not able to close 
the credibility gap with  IBH  by putting  themselves  on  the 
same  "system"  supply level  (by system we  mean  a  coordinat-
ed and  finalized entity of products  and  services),  instead 
of dealing only in products,  even if they are  technological~ 
ly advanced • 
~inally,  concerning diversification of· the hardware  and 
,software supply,  it  is feasible that also  IBH  \Vill  orient 
/
itself t9ward diversification of its production,  concentrat-
ing its efforts on  the more  profitable aspects of EDP,  such 
I 
as  software or systems. 
·In this. way,  it could £o.rce  also the substituting hardware 
manufacturers into the role o£  producers o£  subsystems. • 
CAP.  II 
.. Hardware 1.  Introduction 
This  section is essentially based on_a  number  of survey papers 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5),  to which  reference is principally made. 
Other reference·sources are quoted in the  text.  It will be 
apparent  that our main  information comes  from  US  literature. 
In view·of  the world-wide circulation of ideas and peopie, 
sharing of experience,  partaking in patents which  are proper 
to the  computer field we  do  not  think that this gives obj.e£ · 
tionable biasing  to our survey. 
Conc~;r.ning  th~  __  g~y~l.9P.IDJ~D.t  ...... o£,.  __ har.Q.ware,·  account was  taken 
"~-··---.,-.r••--''--'~·- ""-•~ 
also of the interviews with the experts,  although. little 
information has  emerged from  these interviews which a.complete 
assessment of the future developments. 
(1)  s.  Rosen,  "Electroni~ Computers:  A Historical Survey". 
Computing  Surveys 1•  1 ,·  1969  ·. 
{2)  N.  Nisenoff,  "Hardware  for In£orma-t;ion  Processing Sy-
stems",  Proceed.  IEEE  .2.1.•  12,  p.  1820  (Dec.  1966) 
(3)  C.J. walter et al.,  "Setting characteristics £or· fourth.  .  . 
generation systems  computer",  Computer  Design Aug._1968 
P•  45 
{4)  G.M.  e  L.D.  Amdahl,  "Fourth- Generation Hardware", 
Datamation Jan.  1967  p.  25 
{5)  E.C.  Joseph,  i'Trends  in Computer  Deve~opment" 20. 
The  extremely.high rate of expansion in size,  the outstanding 
feature of computer industry from  the point of view of econom  .. -
ics,·is also apparent  from  that of engineering.  Measuring 
computer size by  the  number  of logic gates an increment  o£ 
order of 102  is found  to occur· in·about  20  years,  from 
1 .'s  . 104  logic elements of ENIAC  (1946)  to~ 0.5  •  106  ac- · 
tive, Q! 1 ,0 • 106  passive components  of high-speed logic of 
todays  typical medium/large  computers. 
This wide  dynamic  has its roots in the very essence of  comp~! 
er  logic.  Whi1e  in other field$  o£  electronics speed and 
performance  are fundamentally ruled  b~ the one-dimensional 
£actor of attainable frequency  treshol.d,  19gJ9  ___ cir.cuitry 
"inherently lends itself to expansion in the  second dimension 
of parallel mode  of operation,  a  bargain always  being pos -
sible ·between  increase in speed and  increase in number  of 
parallel paths.  In fact,  the  "parallel vs.  serial"  contro  ------- . - .. ..__·-~------~·-----~· 
versy dominated  the .field since  the early beginnings,  the  - "serial" trend being  supported by  tradition (i.e. by the 
scientific and  technical achievements  in.the fields of com-
munication,  TV,  Radar),· the  "Pa!al.lel"  one  by  the intrinsic 
prerequisites of the art,  involving both design and  produc-. 
tion choices.  As  a  picturesque  landmar~ in this controver -
.  . 
sial panorama  of evolution we  may  ~~CAll the  attempt  to 
resort to purely serial mode  in the  "magn~tic drwn  - c::ompu! 
·er"  logic  (Harvard  Unive:r~ity Mark  III, 1950;  IBM.650, 
1953). 
Nowadays,  the  problem ia a till present as a  major one,  e  .• g. 
T .. 21. 
in connection with  the wish  to accelerate information trans( 
fer.' to and  from  external memories,  disc/drum random  access) 
memories  being  presumably but an intermediate  stage of evo-
lution towards  multi-path  (static)  devices.  It;also domi- ... 
·nates the philosophy of high-level machine logic,  bearing in 
one  direction to  the  increase of parellisation through mul-
tiprogramming,  multiprocessing,  memory  overlapping  proce-
. dures. In the other direction to serial procedures,  as essen-
tially are  those  of  time-'sharing  central processors  among 
several  independent peripherals via multiplexing units. 
The  conditioning  impact of the parellisation trend on pro·-
duct  ion techniques,  with subsequent backlash on research 
trends,  deserves  great attention.  In fact,  batch (i.e.,paral 
lel) production capability has  been  so far the  dominant 
factor to decide  survival of species in the  nwnberless  genus 
of basic devices  that have been, ·and continuously are investigated, 
developed and  tested by  R & D divisions of companies,  Unive~ 
sity laboratories etc.  As  of to-day,  reliable LSI  is the 
aimed-at  target to satisfy this basic requirement.  A highly 
evolved offspring,  if compared  to its 20-years older ancestor, 
the single hard-tube flip-flop. 
To  back  the great effort required by keeping  the pace set by  \ 
this quick evolution,  industry must  master the various fac-
tors affecting its dynamics. 
- Control  over scientific,  technologic,  engineering develoE 
ment  of components, 
- Capacity of large scale production of these  components 
'.  within known  tolerance limits, 
- Ability to locate applications .opening  profitable mass 
markets, 
.  . - Power  to support mass  applications by  adequate  advisory, 
marketing,  se'rvicing organisations. 
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Joint control  over the whole  o£  these factors is a  required 
minimum  to support  development,  production and marketing 
·o£  complex,  composite,  huge  instruments like large digital 
computers. 
The  firm who  first succeeded  in seizing this control  also 
seized the world market  leadership which  it still holds.  A 
£act hardiy attributable to mere  chance,  as  are hardly  those 
o£  the history o£  many  unsuccessful  attempts  both in the 
USA  and  Europe.  Here  e.g.  Italy's e££orts both by  private 
and  public enterprises  (Olivetti,  c.s.c.E.),  were  backed by 
very deep  scientific knowledge  and  sound engineering  prac-
.·. tice.  Their failure is explained by.,  reasons t)lat are not di£-
.  _,._  ............ __  ..---·""···---~-------··  -......_- ·. 
£icult to  trace back  to a  lack o£  control over one  or more 
o£  the  £actors listed above. 
Mergin.g  o£  many  medium  and small independent  companies  into 
ICT,  which was  sponsored by  the  UK  Government  with the main 
aim  o£  reaching the stimated minimum  o£  financial  dimension 
required by a  single producer  (annual budget  o£  Lst.  100 
million),  h~s probabily achieved the target also o£  securing 
this control by  an European  group. ·a£ course,  a  joint policy 
by the whole  o£  Europe's industry could give  a  still higher 
chance o£  challenging the present American  supremacy  (1). 
(1)  c£r.  M.  Rose,  Computers,  Managers  and Society,  chap.  9. 2.  Systems'  logic history 
• 
Control of  the first two  of the factors listed above  (p. 21) 
was  on  hand  by most  electronic research centres at  the  end 
of world war II as  a  consequence  of  the  great progress which 
had  taken place since  the  "penthode"  year  (1936)  in the 
fields of radio communication,  radar and  servomechanisms. 
It was  then·possibl~ since  1943  to design an all-electronic 
arithmetic machine  making  large scale use  of  the  simple  toy 
invented by Eccles  and Jordan back  in 1919.  As  a  matter o"f 
principle,  many  doubts existed on  the  chances  of the  working 
of a  system relying  on  the  joint operation of many  thou- . 
sands of components  of widespread characteristics.  But  the 
question was  put  aside  and  the  answer awaited  from pratice. 
Thus  was  originated ENIAC,  the first all-electronic machine 
performing  arithmetic computing.  A task it accomplished at· 
Aberdeen,  USA,  from  1946  up  to 1955. 
Little or no.  consideration was  given at that  time  to the 
other two  factors  whose  overwhelming  importance would  be 
shown  only by  the  subseq.uent  experience.  Actually,  the first 
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two  externally programmable  computers ,EDSAC and EDVAC, were  con 
ceived in USA and respectively in the U.K.  inside university c:lr -
cles.  These projects were based on scientific requirements andre-
gardless of industrial/economic considerations,  military a.2. 
plications being  the sole  "impure"  scope  taken into account. 
These early projects' brought with ·them  a  number  of conse  ~ 
quences.  The  first was  to stimulate  the  theoreticat study 
of the basic logic operations and  to start those  on whatwculd' 
become  the  "software".  Am~ng main  topics met  by  these inves-
1  .. 
.. tigations  are  those  of optirnisation of  addit~on by parallel 
adders  (involving  the  problems  of carryover),  of truncating 
and  rounding  off results,  of protection against mistakes  by 
means  of redundant codes.  The  "floating point"  arithmetic 
to exploit  the full  capacity of registers is one  of the re-
sults of these  studies,  a  "software"  problem  as initially 
approached by  program  subroutines.  Another result was  to 
individuate  the  problems  of.machine  structure:  e.g.  that 
splitting the main  memory  into  two  sections,  one  for  stor-
ing  data,  the other for programs,  would  double  computing 
speed at the  expense of'little complications  of hardware. 
Basic theoretical  problems  as  those  of minimizing  combina-
tory and  sequential circuits were  also studied in this 
period.  One  of  the  topics  involved is that related to  con-
version from  the  asynchronous  mode  of operation,  typical of 
relay and delay line circuits,  to sinchronous mode.  A prob-
lem.  that"is revived  today by effect of  the  need of merging 
subsystems working  at different clock rates,  and  therefore 
implies that of buffering. 
Perhaps  the most  important of  these  outcomes  is to have  evi 
denced  that a  quality step was  required both by  active  (am-
plifier)  and .passive  (memory)  elements.  Not  the hard-tube 
flip-flop nor  the  delQy-line circulating memory  proved  to be 
' 
compact  and reliable enough  to enable  large  logic networks 
to operate efficiently. Efforts to climb this quality step 
were  addressed along  severa;t  lines,· yielding  the first pras. 
tical results by  the electrostatic RC  tube  memory  system 
(Williams  and  Kilburn,  Manchester Univ.,  U.K.,  1949)  and 
the m·agnetic  amplifier  (UNIVAC,  USA,  1955).  Substantial  im-
provement. of system performance was  allowed by  these devices 
'  ' 
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which,  however,  would  be in turn soon ·superseded.  Among  the 
·explorations accomplished in this period one  of the most  pro~ 
ising  ··was  that :of  the  transistor,  quickly developing  from 
the early  po~nt-contact device.  The  association of fast 
transistors to magnetic core memories  (PHILCO,  USA,  1954. 
MIT,  USA,  1950.  RCA,  USA,  1953),  marked  the  transition to 
the  second generation o£  computers  and opened  the road  to 
E.D.P.  as  an  independent,  mass-market  oriented activity. 
I 
Once  the first  ~xperimental computers  started operating,the 
perspective uses  of  the  new  tool  became  apparent  and attrac 
tive to the  degree  to arouse  a  great potential market  demand. 
Thus  a  number  of projects were  launched by  University  labor~ 
tories and manufacturers,  such as Univac,  Rand,  RCA,  Raytheon 
and many  others in the  USA,  Ferranti,  English Electric,  Bull, 
Philips and  others in Europe. 
UNIVAC  I  (1951,  USA)  is the first commercially built large 
·comput~r,  a  very advanced design at that  tirne  including. an 
original  tape  system,  a  buffered system  that could read for  -
wards  and  backwards at speeds comparable  to  some  recent ones. 
Around  this machine  and by participation of Remington  Rand 
Corp  was  formed  the firs.t  commercial  enterprise specialized 
in EDP,  the  UNIVAC. 
Although it was  initially years ahead of competition from  a  ,. 
technical  standpoint,  this firm  soon met  many  difficulties. 
These are mostly attributed to their failure  to adopt hard-
ware  leasing policies. 
The  main memory  of UNIVAC  I  was  delay line,  mercury.  Magnet-
'  ic  core memory  was  first introduced by this firm into 
UNIVAC  II, delivered in 1957/58, ·with  two  years  de~ay com  -26.  . 
pared with competitors. 
IBM  entered the field of automated  computation by  way  of 
electromechanical  equipment  designed  to complement  its. line 
of punch  card machines.  To  these well  proved,  very diffused 
devices was  first added auxliliary relay logic,  then partly 
tube  logic. 
Model  604  computer,  an electronic calculating punch  includ-
ing over  1400 vacuum  tubes,  had been delivered since 1948 · 
to customers  in·the  business field.  This  enabled  IBM  to sell 
thousands  of machines,  thus  acqui~ing a  very solid position 
in the field of data processing.  With  these machines  emphasis 
was  displaced from  the  scientific computing  field to  that of  -
accounting  and  business applications which  are still nowadays 
the most  important  ones.  In this manner  the  third of factors 
. 
listed on  page  21  came  into operation with  two  main results, 
a)  to allow IBM self-financing of further expansion,  and b) 
to strongly support  the  "100  percent reliability" attitude, 
inherent  to accounting applications,  that  so  favourably  con 
"ditioned the  subsequent  develpments  of EDP. 
On  the other hand,  this circumstance caused a  too cautious 
attitude of  the  firm  towards  large scale computers.  While 
the  USA  National  Bureau of Standards  was  negotiating its 
contract  to obtain the Univac  I  for  the  Bureau of Census, 
IBM  still contended that magnetic  tape  was  untested,  unre  -
liable and  risky as  support of permanent digital information. 
Conversion to new  ideas  begun  in 1950,· and in 1953  IBM  deliv 
ered  its first 701,  a  large scale scientific computer using 
a  2048-word Williams  tube memory  backed up  by magnetic  drum 
and magnetic  tape  storage.  By  that  time  the  firm  announced model  702,  a character-oriented  computer with 1 o4  characters 
of cathode-ray tube memory.  The  first 702  was  delivered early 
in 1955,  but  soon it became  clear that  the machine  was  inade 
quate  in a  number  of important respects.  Above  all, ·the ele£ 
trostatic memory  did not have  the reliability required by 
bussines data processing applications. 
The  firm  quickly reacted to this situation and  the  702  was 
withdrawn  from  the market,  an effort that caused a  major 
strain in its financial  resources.  The  successor to 702,  mod 
. -
el  705,  delivered since 1957,  made  use of a  much  more  re-
liable magnetic core memory.  Another  important  improvement 
.was  introduced,  the Tape  Record  Coor~inator,a tape controller 
I 
containing 1024  characters of magnetic  core  storage plus  a~. 
sociated logic circuitry.  The  addition of several.  Tape  Record 
Coordinators  to a  705,  although very expensive,made it a 
very powerful  data :processor.  By  1959,  the year that marks 
the start of the  second and transistorized  ~omputer genera-
tion,  the  705  was  firmly established as  standard in large 
scale .data processing. 
Meanwhile,  in the scientific computer field the  electrostat-
ic  storage of the  IBM  701  was  very unreliable compared with 
the mercury delay line storage  then in use.  vlhen  magnetic 
core  storage became  available,  a  701  M computer was  planned 
(later delivered as Model  704). 
The  704  provided a  three-index register,  built-in floating 
point instructions,  and  a  minimum  of 4096  words  of magnetic 
core  storage with  a  12-microseconds cycle  time.  First deliv-
ered  in 1956,  it was  quite outstanding for its time  and 
achieved· a  near monopoly for  IBM .in the  large  scal.e  scienti£ 
!c  computer field..  · · '· 
The  only competition was  provided by  the  Remington  Rand  1103 
series,  collectively known  as  Univac Scientific computers, 
which  were  considered by Tnany  of their users  to be  superior 
to the  IBM  700  series.  However,  there were  relatively few 
installations of the  1103,  apparently  due  to  the  lack 
of control  over  the  fourth  of factors listed on  page 21  •  In 
fact,  deliveries of 1103  computers  were  late and  technical 
support  poor. 
Further improvements  were  introduced by  IBH  to its 700  series· 
in model  709  having  a  new  input-output  system  that permitted 
reading  from  tape or cards,  writing  to tape  or printers,  and 
computation to proceed  simultaneously.  This  was  made  possi-
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ble by  time  sharing the·core memory  between  the central computer 
and  as many  as six data channels.  variations of this approach 
of internal buffering have  become  a  standard feature  of most 
computers,  even small  ones,  in recent years. 
Similar technical  achievements,  but with lesser financial 
success,  were  attained by other US  companies.  Among  the large 
computers  produced in this period are Datamatic/Honeywell 
1000;  RCA  Bizmac,  Ramo-Woolridge  400  and others.  In Europe, 
the first computer  to use  core memory  was  the  Bull-Gamma  60.  .. 
'  ..... ~·. 
In synthesis,  at the  end of this period,  i.e.  about 15  years 
since  the first projects were  launched  and  about 10 years af 
ter the first significant applications,  EDP  had grown.up  to 
an  important  industrial activity.  Among  the main  technical 
results achieved in this period are:. 
-A number  of safe  and  tested components  and devices,  such 
as high-speed memories,  tape,  drum  and disc devices  as 
auxiliary and mass  memory,  input/output devices  including card/tape readers  and printers.  Unfortunately there  remai~ 
ed  a  weak,  but essential element  in this chain of basic 
components,  the  thermionic-tube  switching amplifier with 
its inherent inefficiency as  closed switch,  erratic func-
tioning in open circuit . condition,  large amount  of wasted 
power  for  heaters~ 
However,  the market  response  had  been extremely encouraging, 
evidencing  a  large potential demand  of computing  systems 
from  small  to very large ones.  Except  perhaps  by application 
to automatic  process  and  machine  tool control,  in all fields 
of application the  high cost of EDP  was accepted in view of 
the unique services it offered. 
•  In 1954 Philco  (USA)  was  ready  to mass  deliver surface-bar-
rier high  speed transistors.  Not  much  later alloy-diffused 
junction transistors made  their appearance.  These  components 
allowed  to realize  the much  expected compact,  "cool",  effi-
cient bistable device  that would match  the  impedence  charac 
teristics of diode gates  and ferrite core memories.  Better 
than a  "second generation",  this was  a  "species" ·that  had 
attained all conditions of survival  and multiplication. 
The  first commercially built transistorized computers were 
medium  speed,  business-oriented systems  such  as  Nationai 
Cash/GE  model  NCR  304  and  RCA  model  501 •  In 1 958  IBM  laun 
ched  the  7080,  a  transistorized extension of model  705,  and 
model  7070  replacing  and  superseding it. In 1959  Honeywell 
announced its model  800,  a  high performance  system in the 
medium  price range.  The  800  had  a  very interesting hardware-
assis.ted multiprogramming  system with eight sets of sequen_£ 
ing  and control registers time-sharing  the  control  and • 
arithmetic circuitry.  Burroughs  came  out  a  bit later than 
the  others with  a  very  ~dvanced ~omputer,  B 5000,  w~ich was 
the first commercial  computer  system to make  use  of a  tree 
structure in logic store organisation,  along  the lines of 
the  Rice  University computer.  This  machine  was  also proba -
bly unique  in being  prograr~ed almost  exclusively in high 
level languages  (variants of Algol,  Cobol  and  Fortran).  The 
success of this machine  and of the others mentioned above 
depends  largely  on  the efforts their manufactures  devoted 
to compilers,  COBOL  by  RCA  501,  FACT  by  Honeywell  800,  ALGOL 
by  B 5000. 
Transistors also allowed  the construction of comparatively 
small,  economic  computers  having  at least  ~qual performance 
to that of previous  large-size  tube  computers.  Among  these 
are  IBM  1400  (1963),  RCA  301,  CDC  160,  Honeywell  400,  Bur-
roughs  200,  GE  200,  NCR  300 •. 
These  computers  proved  that  some  models  could be  sold by  the 
thousands  and  that  there was  a  huge  market  for  small  comput-
ers. 
i 
In the sector of very large computers  IBM  officially intro-
duced  in 1960  the  7090,  a  fast machine  having  2.18  ~ sees 
memory  cycle  time.  This  computer was  designed as  successor 
to the hard-tube model  709  ( cyc.le  time  1  0  ~ s  )  and  could 
use its software.  The  first delivered system  proved  to be  of 
very poor performance,  depending  on  unreliable operation of 
the main memory.  The  trouble was  soon located and corrected 
by use  o£  forced air cooling  o£  the  memory.  The  7090' then 
became  an extremely reliable computer,  and  hundreds  of  7090 
systems  were  delivered although  the  typical  price was.over 
us  t  300,000. 
30. 31. 
A lower price version of  somewhat  reduced perfonnance,  at a 
considerable  lower price,  (models  7040  and  7044)  has been 
very popular since 1962/63.At.about  the  s~ne time  Univac 
delivered its. model  1107  which used 128  registers of magne! 
ic. film  storage as  an addressable control memory  along· 
with co'nventi?nal  magnetic  core  and magnetic  drum  memory. 
The  compactness of  the  new  transistor devices also encouraged 
super-computer projects such  as  LARC  (Univac)  and  Stre~ch 
(IBM),  both presented in 1956  but based on  quite different 
approaches. 
I 
LARC  was  based on  the use of components  of proven reliabili 
ty,  such  as  surface-barrier transistors,  Stretch on  the 
.  . 
very much  faster drift transistor then becoming  available. 
It may  be  noted here  that- the  previous  IBM. pol icy had  been 
reversed from  a  conservative to an almost  adventurous atti-
tude. 
This  depends,  of course  on the fact  that in'the latter case 
the risk  lies  mainly  with  public expenditure,  the  pre -
stige of the  firm  being  solid enough  to withstand  possible 
failures.  Perhaps  a  fifth factor should be  added  to  those 
listed on page  3  on  the basis of this experience:  the  cap~ 
city of accepting risks  (financial or prestige)  which  is  . 
• 
limited to the  sector of advanced projects,  providing a 
solid background of sizeable  standard market  productiqn 
exists.  Although  the  two  advanced components  employed by 
project Stretch,  drift transistors and fast  (2  P  s  )  memory, 
eventually proved very successfUl  ,  this project  (and  LARC 
project)  must  be  evaluated as  a  failure from  the point of  . 
view of profit,  but'both were  very successful  in· providing. 
a  major stimulus  to the  c9mputer industry from  1956  to 1959. • 
The  project Stretch e.g.  constituted the basis for  the  devel 
opment  of  the  commercial'model  7090,  the  most  successful 
large scale computer  any'company  has  marketed. 
·  In the  same  sector of  super-computers  Control  Data Corpora-
tion had begun  (1961)  working  on  the  CDC  6600,  a  very large 
system of higly advanced design.  A very powerful central 
processor using multiple arithmetic  and  logic units is con-
nected to  ten peripheral  processors which  are  themselves 
small  computers. 
An  executive control  allows  the  peripheral  processors  to 
direct,  monitor and  time  share  the  central unit  the  speed 
of the central unit is over 3  million operations per second. 
A still improved version is the  CDC  7600  which  makes  use  of 
an Extended Core  Storage,  a  large magnetic  core  peripheral 
memory  designed for block  transfer to and  from  the  main me-
mory  at the rate of 10 million 60-bit words  per second.  The 
first  ~rogrruns run on  the  7600  in 1968  indicated a  speed of 
6  .  .  d  25.10  1nstruct1ons per  secon  • 
32. 
It must  be  emphasized again that all these  advanced projects 
were  supported by  public expenditure  through  government  orga~ 
isations  such as  the u.s.  Atomic  Energy Commission,  us  Air 
Force,  Department of Defense. 
In the field of supercomputers  the  project ILLIAC  IV  by  the 
Univ.  of Illinois deserves  special mention,  especially  be-
-cause its  basic concept  may  eventually consistute  the  d~sign 
basis of the  future  fourth of fifth  gen~ration of cwaputers, 
'once  the  open problems  of multi-gate logic block.s  are  econom 
icallY.  solved. 
ILLIAC  IV.  is based on superparellisation by  use  of a  multi-plicity (256)  of  independant  processing units,  each of which 
has its own  thin film memory  of 2048  64-bit words  and  itsown 
~h  speed adders for full  64-bit floating-point operation  • 
.  These projects of very large,  very fast  computers  started 
during  the ·second generation period and  are stretched over 
a  period of  time  that crosses  the  boundary of the  third.· 
To  summarize  by  the late 50's  and  following  a  dec~de of  im-
pulsive,  controversial development  the  "second generation" 
computer design·was  stabilized around  a  number  of typical ele 
ments.  These  are: 
1.  High-speed  switching unit,  including numerical  register 
and  logiccontro~routing circuits,  working  in parallel 
mode  in binary or binary-derived codes,  based on  transi~ 
tors  as active logic components,  diodes as  logic gates. 
The  constructive  trend was  to assembly  transistorized 
circuits on  plug-in modular boards,  with printed wire 
technique connections. 
2.  High-speed  ("main")  memories,  consisting of arrays of 
ferrite cores,  coincidence-driven by  transistors,  some 
times via magnetic switches, for storing instructions,  in-
termediate results etc. 
Modular  construction of memory  arrays  and  stacks,  inher-
ent  to  the  coincidence-matrix technique,  pointed the 
way  to "regular"  structures. 
3.  Low-speed  ("secondary")  rnemories  for storing permanent 
information  (data/program file.s)  onto magnetic  tape  in 
servo-driven,  serial access  transport  systems.  Interme -
diate memory  on magnetic  tape or magnetic  drum,  transi-
stor-b~ffered for high-speed release of seriallyretrieved information. 
4.  Input-Output  devices  including direct-to-tape access 
keyboards,  card/tape readers/punchers,  tele-typers,  ele£ 
tromechanical  printers,  magnetic  tape  recorders/readers, 
devices £or transferring  information from  one  kind of 
support mediwn  to others. 
J
The  years  1958  to 1964  are  those of stabilization  and  improv~ 
_ment.  In fact,  the  consolidation of  the  second generation 
of computers  and  the  advent  of  the  third  took  place without 
fundamentally  new  devices  being  introduced,  the general  tech 
nology  steadily relying  upon  solid state devices  as active 
circuit element  and  on  magnetic  devices  as memory  element. 
For example,  the  magnetic-disc  random  access  memory,  perhaps 
:the most  impressive characteristic element  of  the  third  ge.!!. 
eration  computer as  seen  from  the users'  end,  is a  natural 
development  of magnetic  tape  and magnetic  drum,  whose  fund~ 
mental  principle it shares.  Integrated circuits,  the  "chips" 
constituting a  major distinguishing characteristic from  the 
production point of view,  are  a  natural  landing  of  automated 
solid-state circuits production  techniques.  The  family concept 
is a  spontaneous  outgrow of industry change-over from  the 
production of special  task,  custom-tailored large computers 
to mass-produced,  mass  marketed large  systems. 
The  distinction between  the  second generation and  the  third 
is not very definite.  The  major  technical  development  chara£ 
terizing  the  third generation are monolithic  integrated 
circuits,  although many  of  the  computers of this generation 
still rely on discrete components.  This  is true  for  the  IBM 
360  series up  to model  76  and  for  the very advanced  CDC  7600 
now  being· delivered.  • ;/~ 
,' 
• 
In fact,  some  of the manufacturers  claim that it is the  pe~ 
formance. of the  computer  that characterizes its belonging 
to  the  third generation.  Among  these  performance criteria is 
that of  s~.~Edardisation of such computer characteristics as 
instruction, codes,  character codes,  units of information,. 
and modes  of arithmetic.  For example  in the  IBM  360  series 
this standardisation,  leading at least theoreticallY. to com 
patibility of programmes  among'computers  of very different 
.. sizes and  speeds,  lead to  the  "family"  concept.  It is  implement 
ep  mainly by  the  technique of micro-programJning  in read-
only memories. 
Another character of the  series is the ability to  support  a  _________  .. ___ _____ 
large variety of input/output  as  well  as  peripheral  storage 
devices  by means  of a  "standard I/O  interface".  Multiplexing 
channels are also provided  so  that  360  computers  can operate 
in a  single process as well  as  in multiprocessor operation. 
The  360  line has  had  a  very great  irnpact  on  the  computer 
industry,  many  of its features  having  been accepted as  stan.£ 
ard  also by other manufacturers.  RCA  Spectra  70  series,  e. 
g.,  is almost  completely compatible with  the  IBM  360.  These 
RCA  models  use monolithic  integrated circuits. 
Another important characteristic of  the  computers  of  the 
third generation is .t~e generalisation o£  ~ime sharing fea-
tures,  deriving  from  some  basic concepts first introduced 
in very large computers  which  are briefly reviewed as fol 
I 
/
1iows. 
The  British project ATLAS  (started in ·1959  at the Manchester 
/~·  University.  Ferranti Ltd.)  uses  a  single-level storage  system 
to solve  the related problems  of overlay and hierarchic  stO£ 
age.  organisation and  the allocation of main memory  in a 36. 
multiprogramming  environment.  The  system can  serve  simulta-
neously large  numbers  of users  by  a  peculiar time-sharing 
concept. 
Main  memory  actually contains  a  limited number  of logical 
pages,  whil·e  the  rest of  the  program is in a  fast auxiliary 
storage.  The  same  logical  page  may  be  in and  out of  the 
main memory  a  number  of  times  during  the execution of a 
program.  The  computer contains address-translation hardware 
as well  ad hardwarized interrupt and memory  protect  system. 
· Reallocation of  the  main  me~ory at very high rates is then 
the main  concept  of this computer.  In England  the  technic·al 
fall-out  from  project ATLAS  was  exploited in designing  the 
ICT  1900  series.,  delivered since 1964.  These  computers  are 
a  fully modular,  compatible  family,  less advanced  than  the 
IBM  360 series  as  it still uses  conventional  transistor 
techniques, but very re+iable  and relying upon  advanced,  well 
developed  software derived from  the Atlas experience. 
The  1900  series has  met  considerabie success. 
An  adaptation and  extension of  the Atlas  paging  scheme  has 
been adopted by  GE  645,  another  supercomputer making  exten-
sive use of the memory-time-sharing  concept.  IBM  also adopted 
the  time-sharing  concept  in its model  360/67  (1965),  but  the 
results were  disappointing. 
However,  the  time-sharing  concept  has  since gained much 
ground even in the field of mediwn/small  systems,  mainly 
implemented by software systems on conventional computers.  But 
there have  been  a  nwnber  of special models  and  special har£ 
ware  features  designed especially for  time-sharing applica-
tions.  One  of these is the Spectra 70  model  46  containing 
address-translation hardware.  Others are  the  ControlData 
3300,  the Digital Equipment  Corporation model  PDP  10 and 
·. 37,• 
I 
the Scientific Data System  (now  Xerox)  Sigma  7.  The  use  o£ 
such  computers  by  way  of on-line remote  consoles is becoming 
popular and will  be  a  major consideration in future  develoE 
ments. 
The  general structure of the  advanced  computer of  the  third 
generation (late 60's)  resulting  from  the  developments  de  -
scribed in the  foregoing  paragraphs is shown  in the following 
scheme  (fig.  II  .1). 
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• 3.  The  computer's  components- Development  and  state of art 
The outline given in the  following  paragraph  is  3.1,  3. 2, 
is aimed  at. individuating,  among  the main lines of the  tech 
nical evolution of computer hardware,those whose  projection 
is more  certain in the  immediate  future  (1975),  near  (1980) 
and far-off  (1985). 
Of  elementary evidence is the fact  that  system developments 
are strictly conditioned by  those of basic devices.  There  -
fore,  tracing back  and  ahead  the  roads of evolution of the 
latter has  been chosen here  as  an  approach  to  the  question 
of what  future  computers  will  be  like.  Some  conclusions 
drawn  from  this angle  are  given in the final  part of this 
section.  However,  .the entangled interconnections 
39· 
between  system organisation and  subsystem  embodiments  may  be 
·.understood only by merging  results from  concurrent approaches 
such as  requirements  by users,  software problems  and  system 
compatibility which  are covered py  other sections of this 
report,  the final part of wich  (p.  68  )  may  help  to find a 
synthesis. 
3.1.  Amplifiers  _____  ._ ____ _ 
The  high-speed  "9-rift"  transistor was  first disclosed in E~ 
rope (1).  Experimental  types were  soon available in the 
(  1 )  H.  Kromca't' 1  "Der Dri.f  .Ft trans  is  tor" ,  Na turw:issenscha.Ften 40, 
578,  Decemb~r!1953.  · 40· 
u.s.A.,  where  the  technique  of solid-phase  impurity diffu-
sion in semiconductors  was  well  known.  After the first mass 
deliveries by  PHILCO  in 1954,  alloy-diffusion transistors 
I 
gained  immediate  popularity.  Typical characteristics of  lo~, 
power  switching  transistors of this class  (RCA  2N247,  1956) · 
are:  grounded-base cut-off frequency 136  MHz,  grounded-emit_.  ' 
ter power  gain 22  dB  at 11  MIIz/1mA,  40 n  base resistance. 
Central processing units  could  thus  be  run at 10 MHz  clock 
rate.  In Europe,  Phill.ps/Nullard followed  shortly  (Germanium 
alloy-diffused  type  ASZ21  ,  fT  300t-1Hz,  .1956).  The  accurate 
control of impurity distribution obtained by  the diffusion 
technique  and  the  use  of alloy-junction techniques made  it 
possible  to mass-produce  without  too  large rejects  these 
components,  soon  to be  incorporated into  standard,  machine-
assembled modular  board~. 
Attempts  in other directions had been previously made  without 
reaching  the production-line stage.  Among  these are  all-ma-
gnetic active devices  such  as  "Parametron"  (1)  which  in 1958 
allowed  the Japanese  to build a  comparatively slow all-mag-
netic  computer working at 30KHz  clock rate,  2,2  MHz  excit.e_ 
tion frequency,  "Transfluxor"  (2),  a  device  combining  in a 
sense  the  functions  of magnetic amplifier and magnetic  mern-
.ory, "Twistor", etc.  All these  descend in a  sense  from·  such 
devices  as e.g.  the magnetic shift register disclosed early 
in 1950  (3),  nowadays  referred to as  "multiaperture core 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
Denki,  October 1955,  quoted  by  RCA  Review  in 1959. 
Phil.  Rev.  106,  p.  384,  April 1957. 
Jour.  Appl.  Phys.  £1•  p.  49,  Jan.  1950  • 
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devices".  Higher  speed and  the ease of the fabrication of 
transistors by  batch processes are  the  probable  causes for 
obsolescence of these magnetic devices,  the only one  to 
survive for a-few years being  the magnetic  load-sharing 
switch  (  1 ) •.  This actually is a  "passive"  device,  used for 
steering large magnetic  core memory  arrays requiring very 
large  (several  hundred  rnA)  write-in current. 
Another class·of power  amplifying  devices,  the  "photo-op-: 
tronic" bistable  (2),  has  never grown  out of  the character 
of a  curiosity,  except for  some  application in visual  dis-. 
play  panels.  Photoresistance  would,  however,  become  the 
basis for Vidicon TV  pick-up  tubes  and,  later,  of "light 
pen"  active  terminal visual display devices.  The  "tunnel" 
(Esaki)  diode-effect was  well  known  in the early 60's,but 
its possibilities as a  logic switching device for very fast 
operation were  not fully realized (3). 
Since  the first large-scale deliveries in 1954  fast 
switching  semiconductor devices  developed very quickly both 
in the u.s.A.  and in Euro?e  with  a  steep  increase in operat  -
ing  speed,  current carrying capability,  allowable  inverse 
voltages.  Characteristics of some  representative  types  are 
listed in Table rr  .. 1 (p.- 43). 
Important  steps in this evolution are  the development  of 
_(1)  RCA  Review Jd;  page  183,  June 1952. 
(2)  Proceed.  IRE  il• p.  1911,  1955. 
(3) Association of tunnel  diodes  to transistor logic for 
obtaining high-speed carry/borrow networks  in parallel 
arithmetic units was  announced  at a  meeting  of  the Inst. 
of Electr.  Engineers of  Japan•in 1961. 42. 
the Silicon planar-epitaxial structure and  that of  the Metal-
oxyde-Silicon insulated gate  transistor,  (MOS)  both announced 
in the early 60's.  On  this basis could develop  the  ''integ-
rated gate" technique. Integrated solid state devices  were 
first made  available  in the  USA  by Texas,  Hotorola,  Fairchild:, 
using Metal-Alloy diffusion  (~~D)  and  thin-film electroplat 
ing  techniques.  The  HOS  principle allowed further orders 
of magnitude  of reduction in dimensions  to be concretely aimed 
at since 1963  (1),  with the objective of producing large-scale 
integration  (LSI)  devices  having packing densities of  2000 
per square inch of planar surface. 
After a  short  time  the  main characteristics of one  active 
pair connected as  NOR/NAND  logic element  in such  integrated 
blocks were,  Fan-in = 5,  Fan-out  =  5,  pair delay  time  (oveE 
alL ,  loaded)  765  ns,  maximum  repeti  ti.on rate  500  KHz,  power 
dissipation 5  mw,  transition voltage  7·5 Vat 15  v power-
•  supply voltage  • 
At  this  time  (1967)  fabrication techniques  were  being  improved 
to  the point  where  reasonable  yields of 100 percent per 
feet  arrays of 100 or rnore  gates  appeared feasible.  On  this 
basis  RCA  could announce  the  project of  a  general  purpose 
computer,  built for  th~·u.s. Air Force  and meant  as  a  prot2 
type  to illustrate the 'effective use  of LSI  arrays  (2).  This 
technology,  however,  as attracting as it can be  from  the 
points of view of "regular structures",  "rnodularisation", 
(1)  Proceed.  IEEE  21•  P•  1190,  Sept.  1963~ 
(2)  s.Y.  Levy  ec al.,  "System Utilisation of LSI,  IEE  Tran~ 
act.  EC  -·16,  p.  562  (1967). .•  v 
Table II.1 - Sample  of high-speed transistors 
PEAK 
U •  I.SA  SPEED  MAX.  SUPPLY 
TYPE.  ClnRENT  NOTES 
E •  ElROPE  MHZ  VOLTAGE 
·  mA 
BSY  39  E  350  200  15 
Planar-Epitaxial,  Silicon • 
SwitchinQ 
2N2410  U/E  200  800  30 
Planar-Epit.axi'al,  Silicon • 
Memory  •  Driver 
8SX  60  E  475  1000  30 
Planar-Epitaxial,  Silioon  • 
Memory  •  Driver 
2N  797  u  600  150  7 
Diffused-base  •  Mesa,  Germanium 
Switching 
2N  2219  u  250  800  30 
Planar,  Epitaxial, Silicon • 
Switch ina 
2N  3725  u  100  500  50 
Planar,  Epitaxial,  Silicon • 
Memory  •  Driver 
t  +t  +tF  FET,  planar,  Epitaxial, 
TIS  73  u 
d  r 
50  30 
34  ns 
I  Switching 
"micro-miniaturisation",  must  still face very difficult pro~ 
lems  both of inter-stage wiring and  input-output connec  -
tion.  In fact,  the problems  of optimal circuit configura 
tion under costraint o£  avoid~ng dangerous  mutual  influence 
between nearby connecting paths are far £rom  being  solved, 
even from  a  mere  theoreticaf.  ~tandpoint. Still more  diffi -
·cult is the  problem of  min~tn~zing interconnection pins. 
These problems  (and  those~  ~~milar, related to large memory 
arrays)  are strictly tied  t~ ~f\~t o£  the  search for an opt_i 
mum  overall  syst~m organis~t~~n· Once  more  we  face  a  compl,i 
cated pattern of interaction pe~veen physical principles of 
devices,  production  technique~ An~ system logic. 
I' 
Quoting e.g.  RCA's  S.Y.  Levy  1  design should aim at par-
titioning a  computer into arrays ~ich contain a  maximum 
1  '  '  •••.  .  .  ··.  ' 
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number  of gates with a  limitation of number  of pins,  the . 
gate-to_-pin ratio, irrespective of the limits of  the  absolute · 
number  of gates per function,constituting a  measure  of ef - · 
fective utilisation of LSI  technology.  One  of  the  new  chara£ 
teristic structures arising from  this position could be  e.g~ 
that of the variale Instruction Computer  (1).  Other solutions 
are envisaged from  a  variety of theoretical  approaches all 
aimed at an inherently efficient utilization of  "Regular A'£ 
rays"  ( 2). 
J 
This  "logic to process"  coherent  LSI  organization may  give 
birth to a  5th generation by  the middle 70's,  backed by  the 
impulsiv~ and  controversial design developments  which  may 
be  expected to follow  the  incorpation of LSI  into  traditio~­
al. structures in the  now  coming  fourth  generation. 
Industry's present aim,whose  achievement will  probably  take 
all its major effort up  to the middle  70's at least,  is to 
automatize  the entire design procedure of active-device mo-
dules.  In fact,  once  the  logic circuit diagram is drawn, 
about  30  man-days  are presently required to draft its phot2 
graphic master mask  at an expense  that has  been  judged  too 
high  to be  compatible with very large mass  production  processes, 
swallowing  up  the  benefits  ..  deriving  from  the  ~resent-
·ly  accomplished automation of batch-production procedure. 
Complete  design/production automation should reach its goal 
once  two  major problemsarising  from  the  increasing  number 
of components  per module  are  solved to a  much  better degree 
(1)  E.H.  Muller,  in IEEE-EC  16,  P•  596. 
(2)  See e.g. I. Aleksander  (Univ  •.  London),  Array Network  for 
a  Parallel Adder,  IEEE  Transact E-C  16,  p.  227  (1967). 
... 
. . . , 
than they presently are,  i.e.: a)  close control of batch 
production techniques  in order to obtain bearable rejects, 
and  b)  testing against faults  the  ~ingle component  gate of 
the LSI  module. 
Obviously  the  two  problems  are mutually dependent,  the  sec-. 
ond  one  arising from  fear that  the first is not reliably 
_solved.  That of testing,  however,  is not  an easy problem. 
Obviously,  integration itself prevents  the single components 
to the  individually reached for testing from  outside.  Exhau_! 
tive  sequential  testing,  which  is recurred to in small-scale 
integrat~d  circuits,:.is far too  slow by  large,  even if 
.very fast,  modules.  Sequential  sampling.  random  testing,  on 
the other hand,  does  not guarantee  the required 100 per cent 
reliability. 
A way  out of this  impasse  o£  la~ge module  technology may  be 
that of some  built-in redundancy.  A stimulating approach is 
that o£  J .B.  Conolly;.  a  mere  duplication redundancy  tech-
•  ··  .. :..nique based on ter~ary-output state gates  1  the third "indi£ -
£erent" state being reached by  the fauity element of the 
redundant pair.  Inter-pair connection is so arranged as to 
let the indifferent state of the faulty component  have  no 
effect on  the input-output characteristics o£  the pair (1) • 
•  As  s.tated by  the  authors  1  this method  could achieve better 
failure-masking capability than the Von  Neumann's  tripli-
cation, majority-voting technique.However,  no  physical device 
'  having  the required three-state characteristics was  indi-
(1)  J.B.  Conolly et a:L.,  Failure .Erasure Circuitry.  IEEE 
Transact. EC-16, •p.  82  (1967). ... 
cated as available £or this purpose as o£  1967,  except perhaps 
E.  Goto~s "Parametron". 
'I  l
Di££erent  new  approaches  to solve  the (oo  per cent reliabil-
ity  problem o£  LSI  modules  are constantly being  investiga-
ted,  and,  although as o£  t~-day no  practical solution has yet 
beendisclosed,  these e££orts are likely to reach  the goal 
within not  too long a  time  (middle 70's). 
However,  it must  be  noted,that the  LSI  modular  technique is· 
far £rom  being  accepted'as a  unique perspective,  especia! 
ly in the very large,  extra-East special purpose  computing 
£ield.  Among  other advanced research projects  some  relevant 
ones are:  a)  return to "serial" modes  by employing  gigaherz 
tunnel  diode  logic or coherent light  (Laser)  techniques.  Bot'h 
J 
these approaches must  £ace very hard problems  o£  intercon -
nection links:  b),optically coupled photooptronic switching 
,; 
circuits. 
I  !.  } 
Very  East  (10 ns and  less)  light emitting Ga-As  diodes are 
presently available.  Now  designed as pick-up devices £or 
optically-stored information retrieval",  they may  eventually 
develop  into East optronic switches,  apt to be  constructedby 
integrated fabrication techniques in conjunction with light 
£ibers as a  means  £or optical inter-stage,  inter-block  coup-
ling :  c)  pratical  e~bodiment o£  the principle o£  supercon 
ductivity in switching amplifiers,  as well as in memory  de-
vices: d) self powered, radioactive decay energized transi$-
tors  ••  These  could allow designers to use  an universal  stan~ 
ard  bistable  devic~ both  i~ logic switching and memory  ar-
rays,  much  in the concept o£  Eckert-Mouthly's primordial  m~ 
chine developing into a  microminiature,  £ast,  reliable, 
46 • 
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powerful  ~ogic block. 
None  of these  advanced  techniques is yet known  to have 
reached  firm  ground,  and  as of  today it is hard to .foresee 
. ·the date on which  some  of then will,  if ever so,  stream into 
production  proj~cts. 
block of computer active logic.  Silicon chips of 10  gates 
are.in normal  production both  in the u.s.A.  and in Europe. 
wafers of 100 gates may  be  mass-produced with reasonable 
yields.  Main  characteristics of currently available devices 
are  the following. 
' 
- ~lestinghouse,  USA~ W  M 500  series,  48  gates each  (125  an-·· 
nounced)  composed  of basic cells measuring  37  mils square. 
- Fairchild,  USA  (SGS,  Italy); 96  gates per wafer of 147 
. mils  sq. 
,  ........ 
These  devices are  now  being. introduced into computer  const~U£ 
tion and  their use  may  become  standard practice and  remain 
so up  to the middle 70's. 
Perspectives £or the  time after 1975  are alternative,  i.e. 
~expansion of LSI  t~chniques towards  densities of 103  to 
104  gates per block,  preswnably  embod~  redundancy  tech-
.. , niques to  e.qs~re reasonable yields in  batch production and to 
by-pass  the  testing problem,  or elsEt_.Q.)_.!.._ automated  assembly 
o£  pre-tested chips  conta~ning comparatively few  (16  to 64) 
gatesinto  (cubic)  arrays of 103  to 104  gates.  Speeds  o£  the 
order· o£  100 to 20  ns,  power  consumption 20  to 5  mW  per gate 
may  becom~ standard.  Higher speeds will probably be  achieved in special modules  meant  for special  purposes  very fast large 
computers  (1 especially for scient"ific-mili  tary use)  by asso-
ciation of tunnel  diode  logic  to transistors.  Devices  based 
on  different  prino~ples  ~re still in a  stage of research: 
the date  py which  &gme  ot them  mar  r~ach a  stage of  applic~ 
tion is nQt  predictable. 
As  far as  speed is concerned,  it must  be  noted here  that 
none  of  the users  interviewed by  SORIS  has  shown  any inter-
est·  in getting higher rates  than  the present  in the Central 
Processing  Units;  clock rates from  1  to 10 HHz  are considered 
quite sufficient,  ··providing  that  the mass-memory  system 
and  the peripherals are  improved  to a  point where  the full 
potential  of central units can  b~ efficiently exploited. 
As  to the future of LSI,  opinion&  seem  more  definite although 
this is also a  question where  u~ers•  opinion is inclined to  · 
\ 
be  a  "providing it works,  providinp it is cheaper"  one.  Large 
scale integration is not  a  ~~re c@nstructive  approach,  since 
it has  far-reaching effects on  the  ~eneral system philoso 
phy.  To  designers  the  concept&  gf regularity,_ modularity, 
expandibility are  too  stimUllltinp  ps  not  to  be  bound  to have 
a  strong  influence  on futur-e  deva~opments. The  road  to get 
at molecular-size,  regular  ~Of;Jie=PR-te  structures may  eventual 
ly develop along  different path&,  put. pS  of now  LSI  semicon 
ductor arrays appear·the  on~y w~~~  @~plored ones.  Improvement 
and stabilisation of this  tachni~He §flPUld,  therefore,  be 
considered the  take-of£ point  ~f tn~ 1Rrge  systems  of the 
80's. Going  back  to the past  t9  CQn&i~r the  speed at which 
the art has  evolved in some  15  y~~P&,  fro~ the  low-speed, 
grown-up ·diffusion transistor to .tn~  pp~sentfast,  com~act 
thin film modules,  it is an easy gUS§§  th4t  the still open 
48· 
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problems  o£  interconnecting pins and  100  per cent  reliabil-
-ity will be solved in the very near  £uture; a  too cautious 
attitude in this £ield may  simply turn out. to be  a  short-
sighted  one •. But  it must  also be pointed out that compati-
ble,  simpler,  less labour-taking software is the paramount. 
requirement by  the users;  a  £act which  must  be  borne in mind 
by envisioning the new  s~ructures to which  an e££icient use 
of LSI  may  eventually iead. 
Well  be£ore  the era o£  computers  the physical  and  technoloa 
.ical  properties of magnetic materials had  undergone  exten:.. 
sive research work  aimed  both at establishing their charac-
teristics in analogcue  applications  (low to  VH  Frequency 
trans£onners,p~lse  tr~n~£onners, 'sound recording)  and  in 
switching-mode operation  (magnetic amplifiers).  Their use 
to constitute memory  cells by  computers  was  suggested very 
. ' 
early,  and  resorting to circulating  (delay line) or electro  .- 1 
static (William's  tube)  memories  in the early large  comput- , 
ers  was  probably due  to the £act that associated electronic . 
circuitry was  readily on  hand,  while driving  and  reading· 
small-size,  multielement  core memories  was  not  so  immediate. 
Ferrite-core memory  coincidence matrixes were  thoroughly 
investigated in the u.s.A.  at the Electronics Labs.,  M.I.T., 
and  RCA  among  others since at least the late 40's;  in Euro-
pe similar ~aths were  followed  by many  Universities and  in-
dustrial Laboratories. 
Core memories  developed at MIT  were  incorporated in their • 
' 
Whirlwind  I  computer shortly after its first operation in 
the early 50's.  Magnetic core memory  was  announced  in 1953 
by  RCA  to be  incorporated into the  BIZMAC  cornputer,  in 1954 
by  IBM  to substitute the electrostatic memory  in the  705 
(delivered 1956),  in 1955  by  Remington-Rand  for  UNIVAC  II 
(delivered in 1956  as 1103A).  In England core memories  were 
50. 
r 
first incorporated into computers by Elliot  (mod.  401),  Fe~ 
ranti Pegasus,  EMI  2400 •. By  1956/57  the  industry had  settled 
upon  the ferrite core matrix as  the dominant  technology for 
high-speed memories  (See  table  ~I.2). 
TableiL2- First generation machine  main memory-systems 
MACHINE  NAME 
SEAC 
lNIVAC  I 
lAS 
IBM-701 
IBM-650 
IBM-702 
U'H VAC  1103A 
IBM-705 
LGP-30 
DATAMATIC  D-1000 
IBM-709 
liH  VAC  1105 
•  RS  •  Research  Sys\e. 
CB  •  Co.merclal  Business 
CS  •  Comlnerclsl  Syt\e. 
DATE  Of 
CLASS*  FIRST 
INSTALLATION 
RS  5/50 
CB  3/51 
RS  1/52 
cs  4/53 
cs  11/54 
CB  /55 
CBIS  3/56 
CB  3/56 
cs  '9/56; 
CB  12/57 
cs  8/58 
CBIS  9/58 
N~BER Of  AVERAGE 
MEMORY  BITS  PER 
WORDS  ACCESS  TIME 
IMPLEMENTATION  WORD 
(MIN)  (ps) 
Mercury Linea  512  48  192 
Mercury  Tanks  1024  48  202 
CRT  1024  40  25 
CRT  2048  36  12 
Mag.  Drum  1000  40  2400 
CRT  10000  6  23 
Mag.  Core  4096  36  8 
Mag.  Core  20000  6.  17 
Mag.  Drum  4000  32  8500 
Mag.  Core  2000  52  12 
Mag.  Core  4096  36  12 
Mag,  Core  8192  36  8 
As  mentioned above  (see p.29  )  the association of transistors 
to core matrixes marked tie transition from  first to second  gen-
eration  o£  computers  a~d to the rapid expansion o£  the in-
dustry. All  ~he second-generation computers  have  core memo-
... • 
ries whose  main characteristics are shown  in Table II.3. 
Table·II.3- Second  generatio-n machine  main  rnernory  systems 
J)ATE  OF  Nllo'BER  OF  MEMORY 
MEMORY  BITS  PER 
MACHINE  NAME  CLASS  FIRST  KILOWOROS  CYCLE  TIME 
IMPLEMENTATION 
(MIN) 
WORD  ·(#£•)  INSTAllATION 
' 
f'H llCO  2000/210  s  11/58  Core  8  48  10 
taM  1620  s  .  10/59  . 
Core  20  4  20 
18M  7090  s  11/59  Core  32  36  2.2 
RCA  501  8  11/59  Core  4  24  15 
lHIVAC-LARC  .  s  S/60  Core  10  48  4 
18M  7070  8  6/60  Core  s  50  6 
coc  160  s  7/60  Core  4  12  6.4 
HONEvWELL  H-800  SIB  12/60  Core  4  48  6 
18M-STRETCH  s  5/61  Core  16  64  2.2 
COC924  s  8/61  Core  8  24  6.4 
lHIVAC  490  s  12/61  Core  16  30  4.8 
18M  7074  B  12/61  Core  5  50  4 
BI.RROUGHS  8260/270/280  B  7/62  Core  4.8  6  10 
IB!.C  7094-1  s  9/62  ·Core  32  36  2 
CCC  DOP-24  s  6/63  Core  4  24  5 
CDC  3600  s  6/63  Core  32  48  1.5 
IBM  1440  8  11/63  Core  2  6  11.1 
coc  3200  SIB  5/64  Core  8  24  1.25 
HONEWELL  H-200  8  7/64  Core  4  8  2 
CDC  6600  s  9/64  tore  32  60  1 
NCR  315-100  8 
\  11/64  Core  s  12  6 
GE  625  s  4/65  Core  32  36  1 
lHIVAC  1108  s  8/65  Core  32  36  0.75 
In Europe,  transistor-driven core memories  were  first built 
into a  computer in 1959. 
The  adoption o£  core matrix as a  standard element  brought 
with it important consequences  on  the entire logic design, 
allowing e.g.  word-organized memories  to be  announced  since 
1957  (1)  having read-out  time~£ 100  ns in operating arrays, 
(1)  Proceed.  West  Joint Computer  Con£.  p.  73,  February  .. 1  957. 
51. ·,· 
52. 
60  ns  in experimental  types.  This was  also· an  important  score 
in favour of the  "parallel" mode  in the  "parallel vs.  serial" 
· controversy.  To· the advantages of higher speed  the word  or-
.ganized memory  joins  that of producing essentially less 
spurious -signals  than those of the bit-organized arrays;  a 
feature which  increases  the overall  system reliability. 
Notwithstanding its peculiarit~es of speed,  ease of constru£ 
tion,relia~ty and  compactness  the  threaded core matrix is 
far from  being  a  perfect answer  to.the requirements of "idecil" 
fast-memories,  nor it has  been considered as  such.  While  100 
· perc.ent  of the computers  of the  second generation were  be1ng 
equipped with threaded-core memories,  research continued 
intensely,  aimed at getting: 
-Lower production cost by substituting the.assembling  from-
parts production  process  by  batch fabrication techniques, 
! 
- Improved  read-out voltage  to write-in current ratio,  i.e. 
increased signal  transfer efficiency, 
- Reduced  dimensions  to reach increase by  orders of magnitude 
of number  of memory  cells per block;  and,  last but  not 
least, 
Intrinsic non-destructive reading  (1)  with consequent 
faster  op~ration, simplified ancillary circuitry. 
we  shall first recall some  attempts  that did not  lead to 
.  -----·-···--·-~--~~~--~  ..  ~~--·~-
successful practical application,  such as; 
(1)  As  opposite  to intrinsic destructive reading  of core  mem 
ory,;  By  current  techniques  this is overcome  by  restor--
ing  the -previous state after destructive reading,.thus 
at least doubling  the  theoretica~ read-out  time. 
'. .  . 
53·  ... 
- Twistor,  disclosed in 1957  (1),  a  multi-turn magnetical 
transducer having essentially higher output-voltage to input-
current ratio than that o£  the  single-turn core  transducer. 
This,  unfortunately,  is obtained at the expense  o£  an intrin 
.  sically lower  speed  (read-out  time  6x1o3  ns  per word  in 
first experimental  set-ups,  compared  to an average o£  1x103 
ns  o£  core-array competitors)  and  o£  the  inherent akwardness 
·o£  the fabrication process  yielding the  twisted,  thin  mag-
netic  film plated wires o£  twistor cells.  No  practical ap-
plication o£  twistor memory  is known. 
- Superconductivity,  with its inherent capability o£  storing 
an electric current circulating along  a  closed path,  was 
since  the very begninning  o£  the art thought  o£  as  a  means 
to memorize  information.  Due  to the major draw-back  o£  re -
quiring ever running  cryogenic sources practical interest 
in the  system has  never developed,  except perhaps where  as-
sociative  (content-addressable)  memories  became  a  £ashiona-
ble topic o£  computer organization discussions  (2).  In £act, 
superconductive memory  arrays are claimed to a££ord an in -
trinsic,  hardwarized solution to a  problem  that is usually 
dealt with in terms  o£  $O£tware,  i.e.  o£  programming,  with 
the  purpose o£  a),  retrieving all data sharing  a  common 
. "characteristic",  inrespective o£  their actual location:_ b) 
allocating any available memory  space  to any  incoming  info~ 
mation,  thus obtaining an highly e££icient use  o£  memory. 
Problems  a)  are typical,  e.g.  o£  .a~sociative information 
(1)  Bell System Tech.  Journ.  36,  p~ 1319,  Nov.,  1957. 
(2)  RCA  Review 1962,  P•  147:  1963-, .P•  325• . retrieval  techniques,  while  problems  b)  are typically origi 
nated in multiprocessor system design  (1).  A "software"  so-
lution to the  problem has  been first given by  the ATLAS 
desig.ners  ( 2) ·by an indirect address  technique,  where  "The 
position ot an entry in the indirect address  table corre -
sponds  to a  program  address,  and  the contents of  the  en.try 
correspond to an actual  block  in memory".  Indipendently 
from  that,  superconductive memories  are· often thought  of as 
an element  of an hypothetical,  very large,  very fast future 
computer on  the basis of  the very short  normal  to  supercon-
ducting  transition time  ranging  from  10-9  to 10-12  sees. 
(3).  As  far as it is known,  no  practical embodiment  of s.c. 
memories  into computers  has  been proposed as of this date • 
•  Another  advanced  approach  to  the  problem of fast memories  is 
that of electro-optical modulation,  based e.g.  on  the elec-
tro-optical properties of Gallium Arsenide  (4).  These  oper-
. .  .  ate from D-C  to several hundreds  MHz  and  have  been used  to 
transmit  TV  on  infrared beams.  In conjunction with laser as 
a  source of coherent light,  these modulators  could give 
origin to a  new  class o£  extra-fast computers.  It is also  a~ 
parent that  the electrical branch of such extra-fast  transd~ 
cers gives origin to difficult problems  of interstage and 
{1)  M.E.  Convay,  in AFIPS  Proceed vol.  24,  p.  139  (Fall Joint 
Compute·r  Con£.  1963). 
(2) J.  Fotheringham,  "Dynamic  Storage Allocation in the 
ATLAS  Computer",  Comrn.  ACM  4,  435,  October 1961. 
(3)  "Superconductive  Niobium  Starmide - An  Introduction" 
RCA  Review 1964,  P•  337. 
(4).T.E.  Walhs,  Gallium Arsenide Electro-Optic Modulators, 
RCA  Rev.  1966,  P•  323. ,. 
·' 
-·  ... , 
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· interblock signal. transmission,  the· speeds aimed  at being 
in the microwave  ra~ge:  the  need  the~e£ore arises o£  looking 
at the associated circl,litry £rom  the angle o£  the microwave 
trans~i~sion lines.  (1)· 
I 
An  all-optical approach  to memory  design could be  through 
Holograph~ (2),  yielding in principle extraordinary compact 
in£~rmation storage with  relat~vely simple read-out  tech-
niques. This approach  could eventually lead to entirely new 
.  .. 
. roads;· what  is still lacking is a  high-speed light sensitive,.· 
erasable medium  to record the  information hologram.  This is : 
a  very interesting approach also as  far as extra-large,  fast 
mass  memoires  are concerned. 
As  a  curiosity in thiszespect a  comparativelY. recent episody 
in the serial-vs.-parallel controversy  migh~  also be  men  -
tioned.  This is the Sonic Film Memory,.  a  device in which· 
thin magnetic films  and  scanning strain waves  are combine.d 
. to realize a  non-volatile,  block-oriented random  access  mem-
ory..  Strain pulses of, 10  ns  accomplish storing and ac.ces  -
sing to this new  type o£  circulating memory.  In one project 
( 3),  repor.ted ·main .  characteristics of an experimental set-up . 
.  . 
employing  Fe-Ni-Co  films  as  storage medium  are:  write current 
pulses 1A  to obtain 1o  ·ns. ·strain pulses,  sense signals 0.15 
(  ~- ·,  ..  ..  ..  ·. ;  .  .  ~  .  ' 
(1)  M.  Caulton et al., Measurements  on  the properties o£. 
'  (2) 
'· 
(3) 
Microstrip Transmission  lines £or Microwave  Integrated 
Circuits,  RCA  Rev.  1966,  p.  377. 
E.G.  Ramberg,  "The  Hologram,  Properties and Applications" 
RCA  Rev.  1966,  p.  467 •  ,  .  ·. 
'  \ 
Block-oriented Random.Access.l1emory  (aoRAH),  inProceed. 
Nat.  Symposium  on the  irnport o£  Batch Fabrication on 
·Future Computers,  Los  Angeles, _Apr.  1965.  ·  ·  · · 
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mv;  bit density o£  the order,  o£  50  per inch.  ,  .. 
Aside  from  these  projects which,  as  has  been repeatedly stated, 
are  not  likely  · to produce  such practical results as to 
warrant  their· adoption in actual construction practice - at 
least within a  predictable future - more  conservative re -
search trends are deve19ping  along  the well-explored grounds 
o£ magnetic hysteresis loop anq  solid-state transducer tech 
niques. ·These  are briefly reviewed· in the  following  para -
graphs. 
The  thin magnetic film memory  technology was  announced  in 
·  1956  in the u.s.A.  (1)  having  as major as·sets  those  o£  re -
duced  dimensions,  batch fabrication,  comparatively small 
write-in current,  and  as  a  drawback  that.o£ a  very small 
~·  read-out signal. Ten  years later,  IBM  could announce  (2)  a 
flat-film memory  o£  150.000 bits,  driven by  a  high  speed 
block compatible with integrated circuit technology.  Opera-
ting models had  access  time  o£  30  ns;  Read  operations coula 
be  carried up  to 50  ~nrz .rate,  \-Trite  up  to 20  MHz.  Magnetic 
thin film memories  were  incorporated into large computers 
. o£  the third generation among  the first by  UNIVAC  9300 
(1967;  Plated-wire;  cycie  time  600  ns)  and  Burroughs  8500 
(1967;  Flat-film;  m.c.t.  500  ns).  In Europe,  theoretical 
studies on thin film memories  can be  dated back  to 1960  (3)~ 
Many  small,  very fast special  purpose memories,  used as 
slave memories  e.g.  for dynamic  storage allocation,  are  cu~ 
(1)  Proceed.  Eastern Join Computer  Con£.,  p.120,  Dec.  1956. 
(~) o.  Seitzer  (IBM  Lab •. ;  zUrich)  "Drive  System for a  magne! · 
ic.  film memory  with 20  ns  Read-cycle  time",  Proceed. 
IEEE  - EC  16,  P•  562,  1967.  . 
(3) Philips Res.  Rep.  1960,  P•  7 
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i  ....  I rently realized by  thin-film techniques.  To-day  this ty.pe 
of memory  is usually referred to as  scratchpad;  its uses 
vary from  register storage  to main-memory  look-aside.  A 
sampling of scratchpad memories  is drawn  in ·Table .II.4. 
~-::~ &.t  t\\~~""";'-
Table  II~4- Scratchpad memories  as  implemented  in specific 
machines 
DATE  OF  FIRST  NI..MSER  MEMORY  C~LE 
CCJ.IPANY  MACHINE  IMPLEMENTAT I~ 
INS TALLA T  I~  OF  WORDS  pa  TIME 
H~EYWELL  .H-800  12/60  256  Core  6.0 
~IVAC  1107  9/62  128  Flat Film  0.125 
BtRROUGHS  D-825  ?  64  Flat Film  0.333 
RCA  70/55  .  7/66  128  Core  0.300 
sos  :::1:7  10/66  .S4  to  512  Integrated 
Circuit  0.150 
B~ROUGHS  D-8500  1/67  l 
64  flat Film  0.100 
44  Flat Film  0.100 
The  following  table presents  a  summary  of main  memory 
performance  as of 1967 • 
.  . 
f  .  d  Table IL5- Sjary ,0  th1.r  generat1.on  system ma1.n  memory 
' 
MACHINE  N~ 
DATE  OF  NIJoiBER  OF  WIDTH  MEMORY 
MEMORY  · 
FIRST  KILOWOROS  (bits  per  C~LE TIME 
IMPLEMENT A  Tl~ 
INSTALLATI~  (MIN)  access)  ~s) 
IBM  360/20  1/66  Core  ·  4  8  7.2 
IBM  360/30  S/65  Core  8  8  1.5 
IBM  360/SO  9/65  Core  - 16  32  2.0  '!"t. 
IBM  360/90  2/67  Core  64  64  0.75 
Ha.EYWELL  H-8200  12/67  Core  16  64  0.75 
~IVAC 9200  6/67  Plated Wire  8  8  1.2 
IMIVAC  9300  9/67  Plated Wire  8  9  0.6 
BI.RROUGHS  2500  1/67  Core  10  9  2.0 
B~OUGHS 9500  1/67  Flat Fll•  4  204  o.s 
SDS  :::1:7  10/66  Core  4  32  1o2 
RCA  SPECTRA  70/25  12/65  Core  4  32  1.5 
RCA  SPECTRA  70/55  7/66  Core  16  32  0.84 • 
58. 
Thin film memories  have  a  distinguishing  technical embodiment 
in the highly-parallelized ILLIAC  IV  design  (delivery 1970), 
including  256  processing elements each of which  has  2048-64 
bits-words and its own  high  speed adders.  The  results of 
this large-scale application of the  thin filrn memory  techn! 
·que will give an answer  as  to the future of its application. 
Perspectives as of to-day are that it will maintain in the 
next 10-15 years period its  characteri~tic of special·pur-
pose  component,  especially in the logic sections of very 
large,  very fast computers • 
.  Meanwhile,  other realistic approaches are being tried,  aimed 
to combine  the well  tested qualities of core memories  with 
the  advantages of batch fabrication techniques.  One  is that 
of RCA's  "l~~!"lated core"  memory,  disclosed in 1962  (1). 
Main  c~aracteristics of an operating  ~odei  (1966)  are  (2); 
square modules  measuring  0.945  x  0.945  sq.in.,  obtained  san~ 
wiching  two  sheets less than 6  mils  thick,contaimg 64x64memay 
cell.  Read current 400 rnA, write current 60 rnA; out-put 25  to 45 mv!rhe  ·. 
wafers contain diodes  and bussing for word  selection.  A con 
ventional  stack consisting of 1024  words  of 64  bits is for-
med  £rom  2 planes each containing 512  words  to form  a  32 
kilo-bits module.  Overall  dimensions of stack are  14x4~5 
inches,  with 0,5 in spacing between adjacent plates.  Speed  .  . 
is comparable with that of conventional  threaded core arrays 
(500  ns or less overall cycle  time)  with better input-output 
(1 )  RCA  Review  1962,  P•  539;  1963  P•  705.  Proceed Fall Joint 
Comp.  Con£.  P•  184,  1962. 
(2)  I. Abeyta et. Al. •  "Monoli  tic. Ferrite Memories",  RCA  Rev. 
1966,  P•  77 •  ., 
. . 'i 
characteristics. What  is essential in this device is that it 
is obtained by  a  monolitic laminated ferrite sheet,  embedd- . 
ing  conductors,  by  a  batch process apt to large-scale yields; 
hence,  an important  step along  the road o£ ."regular"' uniform· 
structures,  and  coherent  to that o£  LSI  active device  packin~ 
As  of 1968,  RCA's  design objective was  to obtain a  system 
memory  module  with a  capacity of 65  I  words  each 150  to 250 
bits long,  i.e. a  total capacity o£  107 bits,  with an over-
.all .  cycle  time  o£  1 • 5  to 3.  5  I' sees.  These  large capacity · 
blocks,  designed around  low-drive ferrite,  would  have  100 mA 
writing current,  sense  signals~ 2  mV,  back  voltage 40  mv/ 
/bit.- ·Ranging  in the field o£  multiples o£  meg.a-bi ts,  these 
blocks may  well contitute· an answer  .for  the urgent require-
ment  of large,  fast random  access moderate-speed mass  me  -
mories  as  the  improved, "static" substitute £or  the present days 
magnetic discs or drums  (1).  However,  'not all problems  are 
solved as o£  now,  the economic  contruction of these 107-bit 
modules  requiring automated interconnection techniques  to 
be  developed.  There  are difficulties in packaging  (requiring 
hermetic seal). It must  be  considered highly probable  that 
these remaining difficulties will' be  solved on  a  production 
basis within a  short period,  which  means  that computers  in 
corporating  such huge-density memory  modules  (as  a  counter-
part o£  LSI  active device modules)  may  be  reasonably expec-
t.ed  to be  built and marketed  iri the very near future;  all 
depending  on  the greater or smaller  success which  competi-
tor devices  (i.e., all-solid-state,  see later) may  reach in 
this same  period.  It should be  noted here  that a  predeces -
(1)  R.  Schahbender,"Laminated Ferrite Memories",  RCA  Review 
1968,  P•  180.  ·; 60. 
sor device  to laminated-ferrite was  the  "Microaperture Fer-
rite Memory"  (1)  designed much  on  the  same  principle from 
the physical  and  lay-out point of view,  but based on an en-
tirely different  (and inherently slower)  process o·f  fabri -
cation. 
Another present promising  approach  to large scale,  high 
spEted  storage is the  MOS  memory.  This  responds  to  some  of 
the still un-answered  requirements  of an "ideal" memory, 
namely,  non-destructive reading,  use of same  select logic 
for both  Read  and  Write operations.  Experimental  pads  of 
chips incorporating  64  bits per chip were  available in 1967, 
having  the very low  standby power  consumption of 10  mw  per 
bit,  50  ns cell switching  time.  Again,  as in the  whole  of 
LSI,  the most  serious problem  to  b~ solved in the  design 
of a  high-speed,  high-capacity MOS  memory  is that of chip 
interconnection;  no  doubt  that a  solution may  be  reached in 
the very near future,  thus  leaving  the  MOS  memory  as  a  po  -
tential competitor to laminated core  technique.  What  is pe-
culiar to  the MOS  principle,  is that a  very low  consumption 
of the order of 4  W operating  pow~ to a  40  K bit memory 
· should be  attained,  this is a  very important characteristic 
which,  jointly with that of non-destructive reading,  could 
bring  to a  prominent  position this device,  providing  the 
permanence  of logic state in case of power  failure can be 
ensured.  At  present,  MOS  memories  are  judged still too expen 
'  -
sive for mass  applic.ations. 
Read-only memories  constitute another  important part o£  me-
dium-large  computers of advanced design.  Conceived as built-
(1)  Proceed.  IRE  ii• p.  325,  March  1957. 
'  . .. 
in hardware  substitutes £or software  in controlling a  com  -
puter via sequences  o£  micro-instructions,  they have  been 
in recent years widely employed  a~ a  means  £or  "emulating" 
other systems. which  are  to be  replaced.  The  mode  o£  imple 
menting  read-only memories  spans  the art,  £rom  capacitor 
and resistor arrays and  magnetic core ropes  and  snakes  to 
selectively deposited magnetic film arrays.  An  original ap-
proach to  R.O~M. is that o£  LITASTOR  (1)  relying  on  light 
transmission over optical fibers in order to obtain a  light 
• 
output at choosen crossing points.  The  system,  however,  is 
essentially a  planar (cylindrical)  one,  not  lending itself 
·  to compact  cubic  stack realisations,  the main  advantages 
being very high internal speed,  low  cost  • 
.  . 
61. 
Secondary memory  is still relying on mechanically driven mag-
netic  devices,  such as  tape,  drum  and  disc.  Development  in 
this field has  been a  slow one  compared  with that o£  the  a~ 
sociated circuitry,  as  no  new  solution has yet become  prac-
tical in the problem o£  storing huge  quanti  ties·  o.£  data in 
random  access  systems. 
Discs constitute an intermediate answer  to the  problem,  com 
bining large storage capability  <~ 3  M bits per disc)  to 
comparatively short access  time  (~ 2  m sees)  obtained by a 
· quasi-parallel access mode  through many  ( 256)  magnetic heads 
and tracks. It must be noted  that  replacement  o£ .tape memory 
by discs is one  o£  the  £ew  definite requirements by many  o£ 
the users,  cost being  the only adverse  £actor referred to  •  . 
It is hard.  to believe  l that an essentially clumsy device,  r£ 
(1)  F.  Filippazzi,  "A  New  Approach  to Permanent  Memory", 
Proc.  IEEE-EC  16,  P•  370  (1,96_7).  ·\~ 
'•"" 
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quiring over-refined mechanical  fabrication techniques  as 
the magnetic disc may  ever reach the  low-cost level.  The 
foreseable  future  tends  towards  substitution of the disc 
by a)  static magnetic memories,  low-cost mass-produced by 
some  of the  new  techniques  referred to above  (p.·58 );  b) 
recourse  to entirely different digital recording  techniques. 
This has,  for a  long  time,  been a  field subject of intense 
research and  some  of  the results  al~eady reached may  lead 
to useful  solutions in a  near future.  The  problem overlaps' 
that of permanent  recording of mass  data in a  small  space, 
that of recording  TV  information,  etc.  touching  a  large 
field of interest:  a  further reason entitling to expect 
practical solutions  to  ~e attained in the very next years 
(within  1~75). Among  the  investigation paths  followed  are: 
Electrostatic recording on dielectric-type.or electret-type 
media.  Both writing  and  reading  are  sought for via direct 
electric means  (high-voltage electrodes;  pick-up electrodes}· 
or ind1rect,  photo-electric transducers.  High-density pack-
ing  is theoretically afforded by  the  support medium;  neve£ 
theless,  reading  of,  and especially obtaining electrical 
output signal  from,  high-density electrostatic latent images 
is still an open problem.  Scanning  by  cathode  ray beams 
(which could yield non-destructive reading,  e.g. of electric 
permanent  recording)  requires high-vacuum enclosures  and has 
the inherent disadvantage of serial access.  Electro-optical 
recording  and  read back  transducers may  reach  the  goal  through 
improvement  of electrophotographic  (Electrofax,  etc.)processes. 
This  procedure  may  be  the first to give useful results 
by realizing electro-mechanical  scanning  systems much  like 
those  on which magnetic recording is based,with the advantage 
o£  great  (o£  orders o£  magnitude)  increase of bits stored 
'· .. 
,. 
per unit surface and  reduction of driven speed. 
-· rrozen-latent  image  recording by  photoconductive  thermo·-
, 
plastic recording  systems  (RCA,  1964). Parallel recording  . 
over the whole  surface may  be  attained;  reading is serial 
by schlieren optics. 
-Optical recording  on  diazo-compounds,  etc.  Reversible pho-. 
tocromic processes are known,  enabling very high  informa - ,  .. 
tion packing densities to be  achieved  (National  Cash  Register 
Co •. 1960).  Much  work  is done  on  this field also in Europe 
(Prof.  Eggert,  z{lrich)  •.  All  leading manufacturers of photo 
.  graphic material  and  many  in .the electronics and allied 
fields are carrying on  research work  .in this field which  is 
~very interesting al.so  frorn  purely theoretical points of 
view. 
- Optical recording  by  laser beams  to etch thin metallic 
~  . 
films  (announced  in Europe  by  Bosch  co.),  or to trigger 
beyond  the Curie point Mg-Bi  crystals  (Honeywell.  USA).  In 
experimental  m~dels developed by  this Compagny  occupation 
is 1  micron per llit, ·with inter-bit spacing of 5  microns. 
Reading  is by  electr~mechanical-o~tical scanning. 
. ~y the  time  the first' members  of the  second generation of 
EDP  systems were  installed most  of the  inp~t-output tech -
n.iques which would dominate the  life of  that generation had 
. .. 
been introduced;  although not  so  i~pressive as  those of the 
central unit substantial improvements  had  taken place - the 
early electromechanical  te_!._~~}'..P,~rs  were  joined by  their fast 
counterpart,  high-speed line printers having 48  to 64  printA . 
ble characters,  1  00  to 1  60 print positions,  speed 1 70  to 
1100 li'nes per minute.  A.  sampt).~ <¢.  these printers is shown on Table  II.  6 
Table II. 6- Sample  of second generation line printers 
Printer  Printable  Print  Speed  Company  Model 
Number  Characters  Positions  (lines/min) 
48/64  120/160  667/1000  Anelex  4-1000 
Burroughs  B-231  64  •  120  170 
IBM  720  49  120  500 
1403-3  48  132  1100 
Honeywell  822-4  56.  160  900 
UNIVAC  7912  51  100/130  600 
Among  these  samples,  typical  in terms of printable cha:..•ac  -
ters per second is the  Honeywell  Model  822-4  printer (56 
printable characters);  160  characters per line at 900  lines 
per  ~inute giving  2.4.  kilocharacters ·per second,  an almost 
unbelievable  speed for an electromechanical device.  The  cor  -
responding  transfer rate from  magnetic  tape  to core memory 
vas  89  kilocharacters per second  (Honeywell  drive 804-2), 
giving  a  fairly well  balanced ratio of 37  to·1  between the 
transfer rate of data  to central unit  to that at which  output 
data are  tabulated. 
~As both magnetic dri  V(!  and  line printer speeds  had  reached 
ithe  top values  compatible with mechanical  construction tech 
1 
lniques,  two  ways  were  open  to match  peripheral equipment  to 
\ 
\the ever increasing  speed of central units:  a)  sharing a  sin 
\gle ·processor among  several peripherals,  and b)  design out- . 
put devices  along different principles. Although  ideas were 
ripe,practical  solutions had to wait £or the "third genera-
tion"  computers  to be  adopted.  The  .. hardware"  solution was 
.. 
-: 
..,. 
'\ that o£  introducing disc memory  as  an  intermediate storage 
device,  non-electromechanic~l (electronic)  visual  displays 
and printers as  output  <;levices;  the  "software"  solution is 
.  . 
that o£  machine  organization in a  time  sharing m?de.  Ancil-
lary hardwa~e, partly borrowed  £rom  telecornm.unication  tech-
niques,  was  o£  course required £or multiplexing/buffering 
at the interface.  Once  again,  this reacted on  the general 
organization o£  computer claiming an executive control  to 
supervise  the  time -·shared operations. 
It may  be  noted here  that the amount  of tabulated output 
.  produced by extra-fast printing devices is impractical  to 
handle,  flooding  the  E~D.P. centre.  The  need  to clear out 
the output channels  £or next work  is the sole  justifying 
such a  high  speed.  This recently suggested to record the 
outp~t on  some  compact  medium  (e.g.  m~cro-film) for handy 
storage and  subsequ~nt retrieval at the users'  will. 
High  output rates are,  on  the  contrary,  required by  TV 
digital display devices where  the question is rather that 
of compressing  the required information per frame. 
Among  the  improvements  reached during recent years,  we  ,.....--____  .,. ___  ,,.,..._..,.._,,_,  .......  ~~"·-·  ..  ··  .... ·-· ... -· ...  ~-·-·····-··  ...........  ~  ....  --,~-~-·.,-....  ._,  .. ,.,, 
list: 
- High-speed electro.static recording  on  zinc-oxyde,  resin-
layers coated paper,  by  means  of thin window  recording 
tubes  (1).  TV-iike recording  speeds  are obtained on  per-
manent  records;  writing rate may  reach 104  characters 
per second  (19  inches per second)  with 200  lines per inch 
definition. 
(1)  Jour.  SMPTE  Voi.  69,  1, Jan  • 
.  \  -
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- Special  tubes for electro-setting,  allowing photographic 
recording of selected letters. Having  serial random  access, 
these  tubes are an electrical substitute for electromechan-
ical  teleprinters,  working  noiselessy at very high speed. 
Recording is done  by  photographic means.-
Solid-state display devices.  Bistable properties of sand-
wiched  electrolumines~ent photoresistive layers  (1)  are 
used to produce rectangular flat display matrixes;  input 
may  be electrical or·optical. These  devices are still in 
the laboratory stage. 
- Display storage tube,  a  device now  become  popular for 
storing bi-dimensional· information.  Writing is serial, at 
a  speed of 300•103  inches per second.  Quick  erase,  high 
signal-to-noise,  high brightness ratio are characteristic 
of these tubes. 
- Light pen display devices.  These  are actually means  for 
man-to-machine  intercommunication used for conversational 
mode  operation especially in the field of automated design. 
These devices  and  its predecessor,  the Rand  tablet,  consti 
tute a  new  approach  to the  problem of man-to-machine  inte~ 
face,  an art becoming  of even greater importance in connec 
'  .  .  -
.tion with operation of many  active terminals. 
- Hybrid digital-analogue visual display systems.  These  aim 
at compression of digital data required to form  a  fundamen 
tally digital on line output display  •.  One  embodiment  is 
Phaseplot  (2),  in which  g~aphical data.to be  displayed are 
.. 
(1)  Proceed.  IRE  48,  p.  1380,  Aug.  1960.  -
( 2)  Trans..  IEEE-EC  1 6,  1  967 ,  p • · 203 • 
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composed  from  primitive segments  each of which  corresponds 
to one  computer  command.which  specifies starting and  stoE 
ping point,  final  slope and  "curvature".  That of compres-
sion of information to minimize  occupation of computer 
output channels  by  graphic display is one  of the current 
topics,  and  developments 'are  to be  expected in connection 
with real-time operation. 
comce:r~~.t.Lo_n9l-m.OJ1..~,  implying direct access from  terminals, 
is another current  topic.  The  problem is obviously connected 
with that of "direct"  languages •  From  the point of view of . 
devices,  a  simple  primitive conversational  interface con  ~ 
sists of a  teletyper in conjuction with a  punched  card read-
er  to charge programs.  A ·wide  range of sophisticated  inte~. 
faces  have  been built and  tested,  including  the  "light pen" 
CR  tube  and  the Rand  tablet.  In the  "in" direction one  of 
the problems  to be  solved is that of automatic pattern  rec-
ognitionwhicb includes printed and  handwritten character  · 
reading.  So  far,  only the first of these problems  has  been 
partially solwed  by use  o£  special typewriter characters. 
In the  "out" direction,  non-mechanical  recording  systems -
in~luding means  £or obtaining "hard copies"  from  visual 
display - still require much  improvement  in performance as 
well as decrease in cost. It is. a  widespread opinion that 
the whole  field of the  input-output devices,  including its 
"software"  aspects,  deserve much  improvement.  Rather  than 
big qualitative  jumps  regular,  general  improvement  o£  existing 
devices is expected within comparatively short  term  (w~thin 
1975'1). 
. . 
.  . 4.  Expert forecasts  on  hardware 
Experts'  forecasts for hardware in 1980  are sumarized in 
table II.6. 
It will be  noted that there are some  discrepancies among 
individual forecasts,  depending presumably on  the different 
professional background of the experts.  If we  extract from· 
the table the common  characteristics and  leave out  those 
vho  strongly disagree,  the £allowing pattern is obtained. 
a.  Central Unit 
Main  m~ory will be hierarchically organized including 
68. 
large,  extra fast,  control storage and very large 
"extended"  work  memory  ( > 1  o6  bytes).  Dimensions  larger 
than or comparable :to  IBM  360/195  are generally thought 
not advisable.  Fast non-core storage,  associative storage 
may  become  built-in. Modularisation is possible. 
b.  Peripherals 
Will  include large drum/disc storage,  large permanent 
(optical?)  storage £or data banks. 
c.  Input-output units,  terminals 
Greatly  improved  input /  output  devices will 
be in use,  including single-or multi-font character 
readers,  direct data input.  visual display  hard 
copy,  local disc storage. :4- System  organizatio11 operating  mode 
The  ·~ol~'  concept may  prevail.  Conversational mode, 
time-sharing,  multi-processing will be common.  ·. 
.  . 
Teleproces~ing will  expand  depending on  cost· of data 
trausmission.  Real  time operation will be used in 
process control  and  other  app~ications functionally 
requiring it. 
These· conclusions fairly agree with those drawn  £rom  the 
user~ interviews.  No  fundamental  contradiction was  found 
with technical development  trends except  that here extra- . 
large,  extra-East computers  appear not  much ..  favoured,  at 
least as £or as near future is concerned  • 
• INTERVIEW  t.• 
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TABLE 11.6  EXPERTS'  FORECASTS  FOR  1980 
~  OF  SYSTElotS  OF  HIGHER  t;A~I{:.RE 
PERFO~·t!t-.'CE Tt'.AN  ~60/75 ._  _________  ..,..... __  ...;.;;.......;....;..,...:;_ __  _,  _________  -{  SYSTEM  OtiGANISATIOH1 
LII<Et.Y  TO BE  INSTALLED 
60  IN 
3o..40 
IN  Gm.tAM' 
600.1.000 
IN  WESTERN ·EUROPE 
'  . 
CENTRAL  UNIT 
La~ge con~ol sto~age, 
l~l 1 ~  30 ns cycle. 
Main  a!o~age,) 1(fo. 
bytes. 
Suffer  to dlsc/dt'UIII 
"'lthln  unit  • 
Sl ze 360/195,  CDC  7600 
.  advisable  . 
.. 
• 
.•  .  .  . 
Hier~chlc 11emory 
! organ  I sa\i  on.' 
•Extended" work  •emory  •.  ·. 
Size 360/195 no~ :'·/ 
advisable 
,• 
'Hier~chy of •emorles  .  .  . 
.  ...  _  ... 
La~ge drwdisc storage 1 
parallel scanning of 
• tracks  1.:2  ,.. access.·  .. 
IP.PUT/OUTPUT.  Te.CtNALS  O?ERATINi  MODE 
fnout,  optical  ~eading 
single ron?· 
Outcut,  1\01\- a~echanlcal 
print~• · G~aphlc 
~ 
Free conversational 
•ode.· 
L~ge per11anent  ato~age  ~dfr.ect  fr011 dlgl_tal  ~ 
tor data bantcs.  data;  direct frOfll  graphic  Time-$harlng Real-Tl•e 
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5.  Conclusions 
As  has  been stated in the  introduction the aim  of  the fore-
going outline is to single out  some  criteria which  might  be 
helpful in determining  the  paths of  th~ probable evolution 
of the very intricate. pattern of hardware  developments  we 
can expect in the  future.  This is not  simple  because it is 
peculiar to  the  cornputer field that  the evolution of devices 
is not direct.  In fact,  new  hardware  solutions cause  new 
software problems,  and  these  in turn require new  hardware. 
''  Both  hardware  and  software  problems  have  many  possible  sol~ 
I 
tions at every stage creating  thus  an  almost  innumerable 
complex of trend choices.  To  illustrate this point we  refer, 
as  an example,  to one  of  the many  currently available  "trend 
forecasts"  (1).  over a  hundred factors- technical possibi-
lities,  trends  and constraints  - are listed in E.  c.  Jo -
seph's article.  Once  these factors have  been properly de-
74. 
fined and quantified branching  them  into some  rational decision 
tree would  mean  an arduous computing  task. 
A way  out of this  impasse is to chose at random  a  few  out of 
the  innumerable facets of the universe  we  are  c~nsidering. 
Among  these. are the general  f~~.t:g:r.s  ~ff~£ting the industry's 
.  . .....  ·~  ----·----.,._ __ _ 
development  as  a  whole,  as  we  have mentioned on  page 3  •  To 
·these a  fifth factor can be  added:  the beneficial effect of· 
very  advanced research projects.  The. cases of Atl~s·,.whirl-· 
wind I, Project  Sage,  ILLIAC  are demonstrative  enough  in' 
this last respect.  As  to the other four.factors, .we  thinki 
(1)  E.  c.  joseph,quot. 
. .  ' 
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that their significance has  been  suffici~ntly proven by  the 
history of success  and  failure in the  US  computer  industry. 
Not  to speak,  of course,  of the European experience of the 
years before and after 1958. 
Going  back  to consider the computer hardware  evolution,  we 
see  that a  major  trend is emerging.  Among  the variety of 
electronic devices which  have  been invented in some  20 
years _.survive  mainly  those  leading  to:  a)  parallelization 
of logic,  b)  "modulat;'ity,  regularity",  c)  comparative  ease 
of  fabrica~ion by  large-yield,  "parallel"  (batch)  produc  -
) 
techniques.  Thus,  for instance,  the early serial adders·'  tion 
soon  superseded by parallel-mode hali adder/shift regi  -
were 
sters, ·dooming  to  quick obsolescence  the  serially working 
magnetic drum  computers.  Serial-access memories  such as 
electrostatic and  delay-line devices  were  soon  replaced by 
co!e arrays,  the oriented,  serial  interrogatio~ rnode  of the 
latter being quickly succeeded by  word  interrogation (and 
.  .  . 
word-oriented logic).  In the field of intermediate memories, 
magnetic drums  gave  way  to discs,  again on  the  same  ground 
of increased modularity,  higher,  "regularity". 
T~letypes  were  quickly  substituted  by  line  print- ···  · 
ers  ,  the latter being in turn replaced by  some  sort of  cross~ 
coincidence,  parallel or quasi-parallel mode  operating  outpu~ 
device,  such  as  soll.d-s~ate display matrixes may  eventually 
become.  The  electronic computer development  state diagram 
passes  through alternate transitions,  from  present state A 
to next state B through a  transition marked  by  increased speed 
of the previous mode,  immediately followed - as a  tendency 
at least - by  transition from  state B to state c where  the 
previous  overall speed is obtained by increased parallelise 
. . tion;  then the  cycle repeats itself. This  tendency is shared. 
by  general  machine  philosophy as well,  as has  been meaning-
fully  shown  e.g.  by  the emphasispresently given  to multi  -
processor,  memory  overlapping,  true .realtime,  procedures. 
A similar state diagram rules production techniques.  Transi! 
tor circuits were  first assembled by  soldering  to anchorage 
posts on  insulating boards,  with wired connections;  a  typi-
cally "serial" procedure.  Then  holes  arranged in regular 
patterns were  rnade  on  l?oards  by  a  single punch  operation. 
Further,  printed circuits were  realized,  on  which  the wiring 
is produced by  a  parallel,  batch process,  and  components 
are  soldered by  "serial" operations.  High-speed,  automatized 
·~serial" positioning of components  fol"lowed  shortly combined 
with  "parallel  II  one-stroke dip  soldering. Transition to in- . 
tegrated circuit techniques was  a  further step in parallel! 
zation of production procedure. 
As.to fast mernory  arrays,  hand-threading  evolved quickly 
into automation;  the word-oriented mode  of operation was 
the backlash over logic organization,  marking  again a  step 
towards  paralle+ization.  Present  trends of production by 
batch  techniques are only .a  step in this well  established-
linear evolutive path. 
It seems  therefore  that little crystalgazing is required to 
forecast  that LSI  (and related memory  techniques)  will  gain 
ground  in.the near future.  The  fact  that  some  of the micro-
miniaturized blocks of the  computers of the  3rd generation 
have  not yet  reached  the  stage of small' scale integration 
constitute only a  minor deviation from  the general  trend:  as 
has  been noted earlier, automated custom built design o£ " 
inter-stage connections may  very•soon reverse the trend  ~ven 
in this respect.  In fact,  LSI  fast memory  mo.dules  are. 
· presently built-in into special-purpose computer units,  as 
those for space vehicles,  and  as.an added facility in some 
ot  most  advanced commercial  system.  An· outstanding·example 
is that of the very large,  extra fast IBM  360/195,  whose 
huge  core memory'(maximum  of 4,194,304 bytes,  interleave 
-· 
.77.· 
.·factor 16),  is backed by  an extra-fast "cache"  LS.I  monolithic. 
memory  o£  32,768  bytes.  swapping  £rom  main  to cache memory 
allows the etlective·overall memory  cycle time to'be 54  nsecs, 
while that of main  memory  alone  i~ ·756  nsecs~  (see scketch 
below). 
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t  . What  remains  to  judge is whether  the result of this  tendency 
vill be  that of  the  huge  extra-fast computer,  centralizing 
the work  coming  from  many  peripherals or satellites or that 
of interconnecting into an integrated system many  indepen -
dent,  small  to medium  size very compact  computers.  The  choice 
depends  on  a  number  constraints  with little or no  bear-
ing  on  the  technical  trend we  have  outlined. 
Some  general  conclusions  can now  be  drawn  about  the main di 
rections along which  substantially improved  devices  can be 
expected and  predicted to become  incorporated into  the  com~ 
puter of the so•s. 
a. The  whole  hierarchy of high  speed memories  (main,  auxil-
78. 
. iary,  bulk)  will  increase in capacity  ~y orders of  magn~ 
tude;  implementation: will  be  by  batch production techniques,· 
yielding multi-bit modular  ''regular"  arrays;  magnetic 
·(film,  laminated core,  wire)  or solid-state. 
b.  External,  medium  speed  interrnediat_e  memories  may  also im 
prove  by  substitution of multi-track magnetic drum/disc 
by static devices. 
c.  Very fast,  comparatively small  read-only memories  will be. 
increasingly used,  e'specially for microprogramming  and  in 
connection with  transfer of software functions  to hard-
ware.  Probable  implementation is by  MOS  techniques •  . 
d.  Fast access mass  memories  will acquire huge  dimensions 
() 1010 characters).  Probable  implementation is by elec 
.  -
tro-optical  (Hologram?)  techniques.  It must  be  noted that 
increased capacity,  reduced access  time  in the whole  range 
o£  mass  memories  is one  agreed upon requirement by  . ,. 
,, 
•' 
most  users  in the whole  EDP  field. 
e. ·The  second commonly  shared requirement  is increased per-
formance,  reduced cost,  increased reliability o£  input-
output  dev.ices.  All  advanced  projects that  ca~ reach 
·this goal will meet' very favourable  acceptance  by users 
who  usually complain the still existing disproportion 
between  the very high performance of central units and 
that ot the terminals.  This also appears,  then,  to be  a 
sector where  quickly developing technical projects and 
market  demand  share a  cownon,  steep U?ward  trend. 
l. Widespread use of LSI  techniques will  depend,  o£  course, 
on production facilities.  Providing  the 100  percent reli-
ability requirement is met  (by strictly controlled produ.s, 
tion techniques,  by  redundancy techniques,  etc.) modular, 
regular,  expandable units  ba~ed on.LSI  blocks may  become 
a  standard feature  o£  the  computer o£  the 80's. A very 
general  ..;  and.very undefined- scheme  o£  thi~ modular 
structure could be  the following  (after E.c.· Joseph, 
·quoted} 
KA.TIPROCES!)Oq:  MODULAR  STRUCTURE 
• 
Processor  Memory 
(P 1»  '"'11 
p2  M2 
•  •  •  •  .  .  • 
p  14 
·n  "' 
'  l 
•  •  • 
1/C.C 
It 9•  Much  research  and  development  work  is presently going  on 
over devices related to man-to-machine  communication prob-
lems.  This  is the hardware  counterpart of  the  software 
problem o£.conversational  languages  and  modes.  Both  these 
problems  are  in the background o£  expansion of EDP  in some 
important,  recently opened  fields of utilisation such  as  • 
automated design,  infonnation retrieval,  computer-assisted 
design,  management  information systems.  In this sector no 
substantial novelties are anticipated,  but  there exists· 
a  wide  field £or gradual  improvement  ~nd a  wide  diffusion 
o£  exi~ting devices.  Among  these are, 
- Cathode~ray tubes as display means,  both  of graphic and 
alpha-numeric  infonnation. 
- Hard-copy printers  (possibly all-electric)  to obtain 
permanent  records  o£  information displayed by CRT's. 
- Graphic input devices able  to read standard typewritten 
pages,symbolic codified sketches,  symbolic  diagrams,  etc. 
h.  On-line operation is required by  the utilisations listed 
under  item g.  above  and  by  many  others,  arnong  which  the 
outstanding are, 
- Meteorology,  seismology and other disciplines practic-
ing real-time rnoni toring of natural proces.ses. 
- Control  and  optimisation o£  multiple-input·,  multiple-
output processes  such  as  passenger booking,  dispatch-
ing of goods. 
- Automatic vehicle guidance  in military and  cownercial 
uses. 
Hardwarized  implementation o£  these  tasks requires built-
in input-output multiplexing,  buffering,  supervisory con 
trols. These  are common  features  to advanced  third  gene~ 
80. 
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ation  computers,  but satisfying  thes~ requirements is 
made  easier i£ optimal utilisation· o£  cent~al units ceases 
to be  a  major worry to designers.  Modular  construction o£ 
·high-speed. sub-units,  and  hence  practical realisation o£  .. 
almost  indefinitely expandable  processors,  may  contribute 
to that goal  .• 
As  to the period o£  time  by  wich  these developments will  take 
place,  two  inte.rrel~.ted criteria can be  pointed out.  The 
£irst is time  delay between  the successful  testing o£  new 
devices  and  their introduction into current production pra£ 
tice.  In  some  exemplary cases this delay is 5 years at 
least. As  to permanence,  there are examples  showing  that it 
may  be  very long.  This is the case o£  the magnetic drum 
-----~  .. 
which  still survives a£ter 20  years  since its invention  ~y' 
A.D.  Booth  o£  the Univ.  o£  London. 
Taking  into account  these criteria it seems  reasonable  to 
expect that large-scale-integration modules  will not reach 
the marketing  stage. before 1975.  By  this time,  and  as a  conse  -
quenceo£technical£all-out £rom  th~ advanced  projects now 
.  . 
being exe_cuted,. some  commercial  computer  composed  o£ these mo-
dules may  reach the marketing  stage. 
·- Independently £rom the success o£ LSI-Meta 1-0xide.:.semiconductor 
modules,  microminiaturisation will lead to increasing com  -
pa~tness o£  logic blocks.  To  match  them  LSI  modular memory 
arrays will be  increasingly used.  High-density memory  mo  -
dules,  ··produced by  batch  techniques,  may  £ind their way  to 
production line within 1975.  Ot~er types  o£  £ast memory  ar•. 
~ays, based e.g.  on bip6lar diodes or on  MOS  triodes,  may 
become  tully developed and  tested during this period,  to £ind 
their utilisation in the subsequent years. 
. . 
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Disc-drwn devices may  keep  their role as  intermediate  speed 
memory  in the  immediate  future.  A substantial  increase in 
.demand,  partly independent  from  cost,  may  be  expected for 
these devices.  Meanwhile,  an  increase by  a  factor of 10 in  . 
packing  density may  take place.  The  period after 1975  will 
probably see  some  kind o£  static device  growing  out  o£  the 
laboratory stage  to become  competitor to discs in the  subse 
quent years. 
- Peripherals  incorporating  improved  input-output devices 
will be  made  available  to users in the  next  years. 
82!' 
Requirements  are for higher performance,  noiseless operation, 
higher reliability,  reduction of overhaul  expenses  and  of 
! 
dead  time  for re?airs.  This  requirement  can be  met  by  ex-
tended utilisation of existing devices such  as  CRT  di;Splay, 
all-electr~c printers,  data  loggers  and active  terminal  devices 
such  as  "light-pen",  digitizer tablets/CRT  and  similar. 
Integration of a  nwnber  of these devices  in special  purpose 
consoles will also expand  to meet  particular requirements, 
such as  automated electronic circuit  design,  programmed 
instruction. A number  of consoles may  in turn be  connected 
to small  local  computers  acting as  slave computer  to a  large 
central processor,  a  practice which  will  probably ex?and over 
the next  5  year period. 
More  elaborate  terminal  devices,  including  "intelligent" ones 
such as  pattern-recognizing may  further develop at a  labor~ 
tory stage in this period,  to reach  the  production stage in 
the  subsequent  one  (1980?). 
- Teleprocessing may  become  a  common  practice very soon. 
No .. different problems  than those o£  time-sharing  by different. 
;  . ' 
; 
•  j users arise £or computer hardware.  Problems  lie mainly in 
the policy £ollowed for data transmission. 
- Utilisation of read-only memories  will  quickly expand  in con 
nection with .the  needs,  a)  o£  simplifying  progra~ning,  b) 
lessening  the charge  on  compute~s by  ~laborate display devices.  · 
.  . 
, It  may  be  expected that riticroprogramming  of £requently 
re~urrent programme  sequences  by  read-only memories  will  be 
an  added optional  £acility in the next  £ive years.  The  years 
after the use of read-only memories  may see  a  further expan_ 
sion in connection with  the expected evolution and  standard 
isation  o£  languages. 
- The  general  features  o£  system organisation for  the  immediate 
..  · £uture correspond largely to the £ollowing  sketch,  except 
perhaps  for. gradual  substitution of rotating memories  by 
static devices  (see Fig.  II.2).  The  near  (1980)  and far-off 
(1985)  future are subject to too many  variables  to allow 
· realistic forecasts  o~ system organization  • 
• 
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CHAPTER  III 
·Software 
. . 85~ 
1..  Introduction 
Facing the problems of  software the first thing which has to be 
pointed out is that they cover an extremely vast field,  e.g. 
the manipulation o£  symbols,  invention of new  languages, 
new  techniques  and  algorithm~, Moreover,  programming  a 
digital computer is an  individual  job,  while hardware  .  · 
design is a  typical teamwork. 
• 
This feature of individuality has  caused the  today available 
software  to  be  so  varied  and heterogeneous.  It 
is a  commonly  shared opinion that this is the principal 
reason £or the current inadequacy  o£  the man-machine 
interaction. 
In the following analysis we  have  tried to keep  the survey  . 
•  • 
along traditional lines,  and especially: 
. 1)  Operational systems 
2)  Programmi~g·languages 
3)  Compilers  and assemblers 
In the  asse~sment of software's future  development·account 
has been taken also o£  the interviews with the experts which 
do,  however,  not furnish elements  o£  particular interest. 2,  Operational systems 
Under  operational or monitor systems  we  understand those 
programmes  which  p~rmit  the automatic handling o£  jobs, 
eliminating as £ar as possible manual  operations and 
reducing the idle times  o£  the central units. 
In the case o£  small size,slow speed,primitive computers 
the normal  programmation did not ·a££ect very much  the total 
working  time. 
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The  increase in .operational speed caused the gradual  develop-
ment  o£  operational systems,  starting with £irst monitors 
and growing  up  to time sharing and multiprogramming systems. 
At  the very beginning the  "monitor" was  just used to control 
input/output and interruption operations in  o~der to make  .. 
overlap,  at least partially,  the data's input  an  output 
times. 
Thus  a  fortran monitor  system  (FMS)is  introduced in an 
operational way  in 1958  on  an  IBM  709  which can be considered 
the forerunner o£  all £uture operational systems. 
With  IBSYS  on  709  - 7090,which is a  thesaurus o£  older. 
systems  and may  be referred to as  the monitor o£  monitors, 
substantial improvements  are attained. 
IBJOB  in one  o£  its sub-sets covering compiler and assembler, 
vhereas,strictly speaking,the proper £unctions o£  monitoring 
are £ul£illed by  OIOCS  and IOEX  routines. 
IOEX  is the program which controls all input-output and 
interruption £unctions.  IOCS  controls  th~ systemation  ~d 
use o£  the bu££ers.  Any  reading o£  recording request.makes 
.· ·,· 
these programmes  intervene. 
Their structure is complicated and not easy to use,when 
applications,  other than  the very £ew  ones  £or which  the 
·.systems have been  conceived,  are ever tried. 
In £act, the 709  is a  computer with and input-ou.tput bu££er 
placed inside the machine. 
2,1,  Operating £rom  the Console 
~-------------------------
A first generation computer is basically a  system involving 
the programmer  as part o£  the operational system.  He  is not 
only responsible £or  running the programme,  but also when 
debugging.  he  runs  the computer £reely by pushing the control 
key  and  looking at the contents o£  the various registers. 
Obviously this systems is insufficient,  not only.because 
expensive and not very useful means  a.re·  employed,  but  even 
more,because o£  the machine  is standing still while the operator 
is scheming  the next step. 
It becomes  therefore necessary to develop  new  efficient 
operational procedures in order to save idle times between 
one  job and the next,  as well as to develop  at the same  time 
systems £or the diagnostics o£  errors,in order to enable the 
programmer  to find out quickly the origins o£  the 
malfunctioning o£  a  programme  without checking it step by 
step £rom  the console. 88 • 
For small and  medium  computers  procedures  have  therefore 
been  developed  aiming at increasing e££iciency in the 
£ield o£  processing and programmes  capable to detect the 
cause o£  errors. 
2.2.  Batch processing 
~---------~~-~---
•  In bigger systems  the previous  technique is completely 
abandoned. 
In this case it is possible to integrate the basic monitor 
with automatic programme  loading routines in such a way 
that the computer remains  always  operating.  The  operator 
has  to make  only occ·asional interventions,  such as  loading 
the magnetic reels or answering simple requests £rom  the 
console programme.  These  systems  are called "batch systems ... 
Jobs are pooled in batches and their control is handled by 
the system. 
The  overall performance increases  thus at the expense o£ 
increased turnaround time.  Debugging,which will be only 
possible o££  line,  becomes  a  grave problem. 
A more  favourable situation,  with shorter answering times, 
can be created by  adding to the system  aux~liary casual 
access memories. Jobs  are loaded in batch discs,  whose  casual 
access can permit  choosin~ in the batch the priority jobs 
(being determined,  £or example,  on  the basis o£  CPU  time 
·  required). 
.  •.· ·' 
·,·  . 
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Thus  efficiency o£  the machine  is increased,  but the 
programmer  has no  possibili~ o£  checking or modi~ing 
his programme  during processing. 
2.3.  Remote  job entry 
During the last £ew  years small computers  at acceptable 
costs have appeared on  the market. 
These  computers,  however,  cannot cope with all the computing 
requests,nor give :the help which  is obtainable with monitors 
-
o£  bigger systems. 
On  the others hand,  the possibility o£  integrating these 
small computers  through telephone lines into bigger systems 
makes  it necessary to increase their access  speed and 
per.f.ormance. 
Above  all the turnaround,  already a  hampering £actor in 
local batch proces:Sing,  becomes  unacceptable to a  long 
distance user.  It is therefore imperative to reduce the 
access  time in order to secure a  quick service and increase 
the. capabilities o£  remote computing.  Some  systems  are 
si  .. tply modi£ied in s~ch a  way  that remote  jobs which enter 
into a  normal  batch get a  certain priority over local 
computing  jobs. 
Depending  on  the kind  o£  system, ·priority selection and 
/  control may  be p·er£ormed ·automatically or  through the. 
operator.  In more  advanced  systems  special control routines 
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analyze the remote  job  batch~s,  so that  through this £irst 
·error scanning the  turnaround  time will be further decreased. 
Development  o£  batch systems used on  large computers  led to 
multiprogrammin~ systems. 
We  are referring to multiprogramming,  when  two  or more  pro-
grammes,quite  independent  one  £rom  another,are  ~ed  in the 
central memory  at the  same  time,  operating alternatively. 
Programmes  are sharing  the  CPU  time  sequentially and  based 
on  their priority level. 
Local batch systems  such as  DOS,  os,  MVT,  OS-MFT,  EXECS,  etc. 
are multiprogramming  systems.  They  are  supplying a  remote 
. processing service,  still showing,  however,  the traditional 
batch  systems~ shortcomings,  such as very scanty integration 
operator/machine and  long waiting  time £or  answers~ 
The  ever more  pressing requirements  o£  long-distance users 
have  caused research to·  move  into a  di££erent direction,  and 
the problems were  £aced  £rom  a  completely new  point o£  view,  .  .  . 
but still based on  the  same  requirement to keep  CPU  employed 
at a  maximum. 
Systems  o£  this  type  (interactive)  emphasize  to the highest  .  ' 
degree the interaction operator/machine  ~nd £ast answering 
times.· 
• 2.5.  Interactive systems 
------~---~--------
In the past few  years interactive systems have  become 
synonymous  with  time sharing. 
·The basic difference between  these systems  and  multi- . 
p:~:ogramming systems consis.ts  in the  scheduling method. 
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I.n  M.P.  systems  CPU  time is distribued according  to  the 
priorities o£  the  jobs,  in T.s.  systems  jobs are accepted 
by  CPU  on  a  time-slice basis which,  disregarding  the  jobs, 
determines  the  CPU  time  available and  when  the next control 
transfer can  take place. 
Setting-up o£  third generation computers  equ~pped £or T.S. 
starts in 1964.  Dennis  (1)  suggests  a  new  technique  o£ 
dynamic  control o£  the memory,  where  programmes  are  develop~ 
ed  in s_ets  o£  constant length called "pagesu,  and  only the 
_·page~-ri~~s?a~y  __ ~Q!'_J:~e  _  P.r~c:e_s.si.!:lg  __  .<>!.-..  ~he_  progr~e  are 
stored in the memory  £or  the assigned time-slice.  But  the 
basic concept is the recognition•that a  storage address 
means  two  things:  a  single name  attributed to a  certain 
information and  further its storage location. 
Before it was  always  thought  that an  address meant  only 
the information name,  and  that by mentioning this name  it 
would  be  possible fo find the address. 
Thus,  there arises the idea o£  a  series o£  names  whose 
I  ' 
yariability does not depend_£rom  the memory's  actual size, 
but £rom  addressing facilities o£  the hardware. 
This is the concept o£  virtual memory  being entirely at 
the disposal o£· each user,  which is· the basis o£  the operation·  -
al T. S.  system  ... 
A dynamic  control  o£  the memory,  such as we  have described, 
required changes  and  improvements  in hardware,  both o£  which 
vere made  in the GE  645'and  the  IBM  360/67. 
(1)  J.B.  Dennis  -Segmentation and  the design o£  multiprogrammed 
com  uters  ~ l.E.E.E.  196  • • 
In addition  to the new  way  o£  addressing the memory,  these 
two  models  are the £irst·ones in which  the T.s.  system 
consists o£  a  double processor.  This  feature  produces  a 
more  balanced system,  where more  than  one  control and 
calculating element have  equal  access  to the machine.  This 
dual capacity has been created in order to increase the T.s. 
potential. 
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While  these T.s.  systems are being developed,  also systems 
geared  toward special applications are created in the same 
years,  e.g. JOSS  by the  Rand  corporation in 1964  and  the 
very e££icient,  even  i£ very simple,  BASIC. 
The  number  o£  systems labelled T.s.  increases very rapidly 
in the period 1965-68,  losing any  cohere~ce among  themselves, 
. so that a  homogeneous  picture can hardly be given. 
The  leading commercial  T.s.  are based on  a  particular langu~ 
.ge,  such as  GE  BASIC- BBN'S,  TELECOt~(JOSS),  IBM  QUIKTRAN 
(FORTRAN).  Other systems  are based on  a  certain class o£ 
applications,  such as  KEY  data £or commercial  applications 
~"'ld  the  IBH  TEXT  Data Service. 
·  One  o£  the best systems  having  the clear features 
o£  a  general purpose T.S.' is SDS  940.  Having  been started 
on  an  experimental basis by the University o£  California at 
Berkeley,  it is now  extensively used in many  installations. 
Despite  some  limitations due  to the  type o£  computer,  this 
system gives way  to reasonable hopes  about  the  success o£ 
T.s.  on  a  commercial basis. Also GE  BASIC,  conceived as 
a  T.s.  with a  single language,  can now  be used by many 
languages. .... 
·. 
The  MULTICS  and T.s.s.  systems,  linked to GE 1S 645  and  IBM's 
360/67  respectively,have progressed very slowly.There are many 
reasons £or this.  Big  programming  e££orts have  to be  made 
on  rather new  hardware  (~ssociative registers,  £or instance). 
They  are aiming  at an  improvement  in the quantity and  quality 
o£  services o£  a  certain .size. 
Future will tell, whether or not these  goals  can be  reached  .• 
In the majority o£  general purP..ose  T. s.  today on  the 
market,  the number  o£  contamporaneous users is· 30  or 
.more  in machines  with only one  CPU  unit. It is obvious 
that services o££ered by  the recent  systems  are greatly · 
improved when  compared with the first T.S.  systems. 
Special  purpose  T. s.  can  serve  up  to 400  simultaneous 
users which  confirms  McCarthy's  forecasts  o£.  1962,  at 
least in the case o£ 
cations. 
computers. with limited appli-
One  o£  the'most interesting aspects o£  the interactive 
systems is that o£  the kind o£  ~ervi.ce provided.  With 
T.s.  one  can  obtain,  under economically advantageous 
conditions as compared  with traditional systems,  on-
line simulations,  programmed  instruction,  search £or 
information by data banks,  an~ all those applications 
obtainable by keyboard-terminals  ..  With  more  sophisticated 
devices,  o£  course,  more  sophisticated applications are 
possible,  such as,  £or instance,  examination o£  three-
dimensional  shapes by rotation on  displays,  recognition 
in real time o£  handwritten characters and  o£  mathematic-
al  £ormul~s or  hypothes~s-tests whic~ us·e  a  display ·£or 
the presentation o£  alternatives ~d the relative wE!ights 
o£  the di££erent £actors (e.g. medical  applications at the 
University o£  California)  .• 94· 
In some  special systems,  such  as APEX,  structu~e,  lang~age, 
form  of data have  been  created £or  the  solution of graphic 
problems.  In 1964  Jac~s presented a  system·:£or  contemporaneous 
use of display in the designing  and  studying oi the various · 
components  of a  car. 
until now  computer ·ne6vork·s· ·i'n·  T.s.  are limited ·to ·a.  .few 
ins.tallations,  such as  the Q 32  o£  the Lincoln Laboratory 
and  T-X2,  SOC  Q-32  TSS  and  SRI  CDC  160A.  In this  applic~ 
"tion·. programmes  running in one  computer are able to request 
and  make  run programmes  in a  different computer,  in such 
a  way  that incompatible computers pool  their performances 
(a Lisp is running on  Q 32,  used by a  progr~e on  the T-32). 
The  slow progress in this field is due  to  the scanty 
experience in computer networks.  Experiments  of this  type 
are by force very expensive,  involving many  computers  and 
still high transmission's costs. 
Ortly  few  companies  are willing to study an expensive project, 
before its economic  value has been demonstrated,  even  in the 
us,  where  the taxation system is quite generous with firms 
in this respect. 
As  is always  the case with new  ldeas,• also about T.s.  systems 
there have been many  disagreem~nts.  One  point o£  discussion' 
is the cost of using such a  system. 
The  programmes•  control cost is certainly higher when  opera-
ting in T.s.  and  longer  is also the time o£  using a  computer 
£or performing the  job. 
. . •:' 
Some  studies have  been  made  in order to compare·the efficiency 
of  a  particular interactive system with traditional batch 
systems.  For  quite· a  while it. was  only an  idea that gains in 
performance were  making  losses in "efficiency"  tolerable. 
Today,  the idea is largely accepted following some  proofs. 
during the last few  years which  consisted of a  comparison 
between  the production of programmes  and  their solution with . 
interactive systems. 
The  efficiency  can  be  evaluated  on  the basis 
o£  measuring a  certain number  of more  s~gni£icant parameters 
(elapsed time,  computer  time,  programmer's  time). 
For example,  Sackman  (1)  concluded in his·research that. 
···interactive systems  the programming  time· (manpower  time) 
decreases,  whereas·  machine  time £or the solution o£  problems 
increases. 
Critical comments  came  £rom  several sources,who  judged these 
studies  as  too hasty. 
The  present offers a  large quantity o£  interesting  applic~ 
tions and  many  experts are working in the hope  o£  being able 
to furnish undisputable proo£  o£  the economical  advantages 
or  disadvantage~ o£  these systems. 
(1-)  Sackman.  - Time  Sharing versus batch processing in  the 
experimental  evidence.  Processings o£  the  sp~ing join~ 
Computer  Con£ e,rence,  196 8 • 3.  Programming  lahguages 
~ . 
... 
'· 
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The  programming  languages  are  a  set of rules established 
£or constructing through characters expressions with  well 
defined operational  signif~cance which  can be  processed  by 
the computer. 
In fact,  each  computer  understands directly during the proce! 
sing of a  programme  only a  limited number  of operational  in-
structions which  have  been .coded  in machine  language,  generally 
in the binary system  • 
.  Programming with such languages,  used in early computers,·was 
very complicated and  tiresome,  becaus·e  of the need of formu-
lating programmes  in every detail. 
On  the other hand it became  clear that passage from  a  defined 
·problem;  e.g. using a  mathematical  formula,  to a  programme  in 
machine  language ready to be processed by the computer,  was 
nothing else than a  process of manipulating symbols which  could 
be processed by the computer  itself. 
Thus  the first translating programmes  (compilers  and  assemblers)  . 
were  created as well  as  the first programming  languages which 
differentiated gradually into high level or "problem oriented 
languages"  and  assembling or."machine oriented" languages. The  "problem oriented" languages  o££er the following advan, 
tages: 
a)  easy to learn:  the notation used is nearer to the problem 
·to be processed than to the computer's hardware; 
b)  coding and  debugging:. in addition to being problem oriented, 
a  high level language is generally much  more  synthetic than 
an  assembling language,  which.makes  coding,  debugging 
and  the possibly necessary modifications easier; 
c)  compatibility:  since high level languages  are problem 
oriented,  they show  a  high degree o£  compatibility among 
the different computers  in which  they have  been  implemented, 
so that only a little effort is necessary to adapt  a  pro-
gramme  to a  different  compute~; 
·d)  speed:  the easy coding and  correction o£  such languages 
reduces  considerably the total  time necessary £or the so-
lution o£  a  given problem. 
Programming  languages  can  be  divided into: 
- languages  £or scientific problems, 
- languages  £or commercial  problems, 
··  - l~nguages £or pro.cessing symbols 
- general  purpose languages, 
- special purpose languages. 3•1•  Languages  £or scientific problems  ---------------------------------
These  languages  are used £or. the solution o£  scientific pro-
blems  through numerical  techniques. 
The  first languages  compiled £or this ~urpose were  the  SHORT 
CODE  (UNIVAC)  and  the Speedcoding  (IBM-701),  ·both a  £ar cry 
£rom  permitting coding o£  problems similar to their mathema- · 
tical formulation. 
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The  subsequent languages,  such as  A-2  and  A-3  (Remington  Rand), 
BACAIC  (IBM-701),  PRINT  (IBM-705),  MATHMATIC  (UNIVAC  1), 
UNICODE  (UNIVAC  1103/1105).,  IT  (IB?-1-650),  now  only o£  histori-
cal interest,  contributed to the development  o£  compilation 
techniques  and  o£  logical  and  Input-OUtput procedures  •. 
Among  the languages  developed later and still in use  toda~we 
will examine first those based on  compiling systems,  in which 
the programme  is translated into machine  language  in a  single 
phase and  then those based on  the more  recent conversational . 
systems  in which  translation is made  statement by statement. 
*  Compiling  languages are; 
FORTRAN:  the FORTRAN  language  (Formula Translation)  has  been 
developed since 1959  by  a  team  o£  IBM  researchers headed by 
J•  Backus  {1).: The  £irst version was  presented in 1957  (IBM/, 
704).,  and vas  improved later in FORTRAN. II and  FORTRAN  IV 
(IBM  7090/94). 
( 1)  J •  W  •  Backus et al. - Internal translator IT,  A compiler 
£or the Gso,  Ann  Arbo~Mich. 1957. 
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FORTRAN  became  soon  a  remarkabl~ success,  due  also to the 
success of the  IBM  704  for which it had  been prepared._Shortly 
thereafter,  all computer manufacturers  constructed compilers 
able to accept more  or less extensive versions of this lan 
guage. 
The  FORTRAN  language·has~ on  the other'hand,  restrictions 
due  to the fact  that it has  been produced for a  specific 
computer  {IBM  704)  and  is therefore influenced by its hardware. 
In subsequent versions  these limitations have  been  partially 
eliminated (for instance,  instructions linked to  IBM  704 
·hardware).  Many  restrictions have remained,such as  the  in-
capability to process lists of symbols  and  the lack of recu! 
rent procedures. 
ALGOL:the  language  {Algorithmic Language)  has  been developed 
from  1955  on  as  an  international strictly defined language 
for  the description of computing procedures  {algorithms)  by 
a  European  team  (GAMM)  with the collaboration of an  American 
committee from  ACM. 
After a  preliminary version  (ALGOL  58)  a  first version called 
ALGOL  60.followed,  which  took account of the basic research 
by Backus  (1)  about  formal  definition methods  of a  l~guage•s 
syntax.·: 
(1)  J.W.  Backus  - The  Syntax and  semantics of  the proposed 
international Algebraic  lan~age of the Zurich ACM-G~ 
Conference,  Proceedings o£  international Conference on 
Information Processing,  Unesco,  Paris,  1959· • 
This research opened  a  series o£  studies about prlnciples, 
syntax and  semantics of languages.  After some  adjustments 
the final version,  ALGOL  60,  was  published. 
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ALGOL-60  in the standard version shows  many  features which 
are similar to Fortran,  but is more  fleible  and  general. 
The  major drawbacks  of ALGOL  are,  above  all,  the  input-
output statements which are not defined in the language  (and 
therefore left to the compiler constructors),  and  the diffi-
cult implementation of some  of the language's most  important 
features  such as  the recurrent recalling of procedures, 
dynamic  allocation of the memory  and  own  variables  • 
. Conversational  systems  have  been  developed in order to create 
the means  £or a  continuous  dialogue man/machine  avoiding the 
long delays of traditional batch systems.  Manufacturers  tried 
to use these new  operational  systems  (time sharing)  by either 
transferring there  the languages  already in use in  traditio~al 
systems or creating new  languages especially studied for  them. · 
Given  the increasing importance of conversational  languages,· 
due  also to the efficiency of debugging  and  the flexibility 
in the use by.practical  and  economical  telepointer-type 
term~nals, we  will examine briefly the most  imp~rtant languages. 
i 
JOSS  has  been  the first significant example  of a  conversation  - -
al language.  It was  created for the on-line processing 
through  a  computer of small scientific problems. 
In order to minimize  the learning time,  the number  of  in-
structions has  been reduced which  do,  however,  permit complete 
and synthetic processing o£  the small problems £or which  this 
language is destined. 
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QUIKTRAN  is a  transfer of FORTRAN.  which  was  created as  a 
compiling language  on  conversati~nal systems. It can  thus  · 
accept programmes  written in FORTRAN  up  to the FORTRAN  II 
level,  wirh  some  limitations.  A characteristic application 
of this language is using it during the study of coding and  ---- correction of programmes,  which  are then processed using a 
normal  compiler  (which  generally furnishes more'efficient 
-object codes) • 
BASIC  :  this language has  been constructed with  the purpose 
of supplying a  simple  instrument,  useful  introduction  to 
the study of more  sophisticated languages  andwhich can process 
small scientific problems.  This language has  been  quite  a  . 
success  and is one  of  the most  widely  used ones  in this 
field. 
CPS:  is a  rather limited subroutine of  ~L/1  (IB67)  and  can 
be  employed  in small  size scientific and  commercial  jobs. 
In the first version it was  working  in a  micro-programmed 
IBM  360/50;  but  there exists also a  version-with subroutines 
replacing the micro-programmes  and  avoiding thus  the  need 
of special  hardware. 
APL/360:  is a  subroutine of a  more  general  language:  APL  was 
developed by  Iverson;(1)  for scientific applications·  and 
programming of operational systems  as well  as  for the  de-
-scription of hardware •.  APL/360  is oriented toward scientific 
problems  and  exploits a  concise  and  synthetic notation  in 
mathematical  operations,  introducing a  series of £actors £or 
the algebraic and  logic processing of ve·ctors  and matrices. 
(1)  X.E.  Iverson- A programming  language,  J• Wiley & Sons, 
'1962. Other languages  have been created especially £or the solu-
tion o£  mathematical problems  and  are therefore equipped 
with a  series o£  high level  standard operations  (integration, 
operations on  matric~s, etc.). We  wan~ to mention  among  the 
most  popular MAP:developed  by M.I.T.,DIALOG. used in connection 
with a  video terminal  and  AMTRAN. 
· Other languages  in the same· category,  such  as  COLASL,  MADCAP 
and  MIRFAC,  the latter developed in Great Britain,  make  use 
of special  equipment at the hardware  and  terminal levels. 
Commercial  problems  are characterized by the need o£  proce! 
sing a  very large quantity o£  data at different levels 
through standard procedures.  Historically,  the first language 
which· was  created. £or this purpose was  the FLOW-MATIC. 
This  and  other languages,  today obselete  influenced the 
features  of a  new  language,  COBOL,  created especially £or 
commercial  and  administrative applications. This  new  language 
vas created by  a  joint committee  o£  manufacturers  and  US 
government  officials  •.  COBOL  is today the only one used  and 
is a  big success also in Europe. 
A £irst prelimin.ary version  w~s followed by other more  soph! 
sticated ones. 
As  is known,  COBOL  works  with sets o£  signs which may  indi-
cate names  (o£  data or procedures)  constants,  verbs  (defining 
£unctions)  and operators  (arithmetic,  logic and relational). 
The  pr.ogramme  coding consists o£  £our di££erent parts  (or 
divisions\: 
j c, 
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identification division; 
environment division; 
data division; 
- procedure division. 
The  main  contributions o£  COBOL  in the £ield o£  programming 
languages  are: 
a)  the separation between description o£  data and  procedures 
on  one  side and  the physical  e~aboration units on  the 
other,  so that the same  programme  requires only some  mo-
di£ications in the  environmen~ division when  changing 
£rom  one  computer  to another; 
b)  development  o£  a  £orm  £or  describing data and pro-
cedures,  which  is independent from  the computer; 
c)  e££iciency in processing the record £iles; 
d)  the e££ort made  in making  th~programme assume  the aspect 
o£  an  easyly understandable English text. 
.. 
Since data processing is a  crucial point in commercial  pr,oce! 
ses,  many  COBOL·  extensions have  been  suggested:  it is a  que-
stion not  only o£  programming  languages,  but o£  special 
systems .£or processing data stored in large mass  memories. 
One  o£  these systems  is IDS  (Integrated Data Store),  which 
predicts e.g.  the possibility o£  interconnecting records in 
lists by  supplying new  procedures £or their processing. • 
:  ' 
3. 3. Languages  for processing  symbol~ 
The  first computer applications concerned exclusively 
processing of numerical  data~ 
The  necessity to process not numbers,  but  general  symbols 
attributed fundamental  importance to the concepts of lists 
and strings. 
The  fundamental  operations on  lists are the creation and 
'combination of·the lists as well as the extraction of the 
first and last elements.  In the processing of strings it 
is essential to create the string and to seek in it 
characteristic sequences  which  can be substituted by  other 
assigned ones.  Other symbol  groups. are formal algebraic 
expressions with the operations which  can be made  on  them. 
Symbol  processing languages can be divided into three 
groups:  languages Por  ~he processing o£  lists,  .\language~ 
£or the processing o£  strings,.  languages £or the 
processing of algebraic formulas. 
·.  * Languages  £or·the processing o£  lists are: 
IPL-V- :  IPL  (Information Processing Language)  was  the 
£irst·language £or the processing o£· lists; it has  been 
improved and revised up  to today•s IPV-L. 
This  langu~ge looks· formally like a  sequence of operational 
instructions  (like an  assembling language)  which process 
binary lists or list  groups,  control  the memory  (e.g. 
"garbage collection'',{. e.  cleaning of the memory  is performed 
by the programme)  and allow construction o£  subroutines and .. 
recurrent processes. 
t6:also this is a  assembler-type language.  Available 
instructions allow direct assignment of the memory  which 
means  very efficient object  programmes  for the processing 
o£  lists (at not  so high a  level). 
~  1.3  (49-50)  is the most  powerful means  available £or 
recurrent processing of lists.  This programme  is a  sequence 
.... 
o£  functions,  elementary or deriving from  them,  which  are 
_evaluatea-during processing and  which work  on_  the lists or 
complex  structures.  Control of the memory  and  the recurrent 
system is automatic.  The  drawbacks  of this  language are mainly 
the heavy notation and the inefficient handling of numerical 
·data. 
* Languages  for the processing of strings are: 
COlHT:  the oldest language of this  type.  It was  used 
originally for the processing of linguistic texts  (e.g. 
automatic translations).  The  basic operation of the language 
consists of extracting a  sub-string from  the original strings 
and the transformations of them following assigned sequences. 
SNOBOL:  was  created by COMIT  and is based on  the same 
£unc~ions and characteristics,  but on  different structures. 
PANON:  was  created by  the Italian University of Pisa and 
.. 
offers vide possibilities o£  defining and recurrent processing 
.o£  the string structures. 
TRAC  - GPM:  the former was  create& in the us,  the  latterln  -
Europe,  £or the-processing of strings using macroinstruction  . 
techniques. 106. 
*·Languages for the processing o£  formal .algebraic  expressions are 
I 
' 
FORMAC:  is an  extensidn o£  FORTRAN  whose  principal features 
:i. t  preserves·.  It accepts,  in addition to the usual numerical 
variables o£  FORTRAN,  a  new  kind of variable,  whose  value 
is not a  number,  but an  algebraic expression.  Besides  this 
type o£  variable FORMAC  introduces a  series of £unctions and 
subroutines £or their processing~ This  language·was  a  great 
success within the field of its specific applications, 
because it is practical, 
powerful. 
easy  to learn  and 
MATHLAB;  was  the first conversational  system in the field· 
o£  algebraic processings.  It is coded  i~ LISP  and uses  LISP 
£or the execution o£  its functions,even if th~  are very 
complex,  such as differentials, integrals, 'Laplace 
transformations,  systems solutions,  etc. 
ALTRAN  is also an  extension of FORTRAN,  but more  limited in 
applications  (rational £unctions)  than Formac.  It is therefore 
not much  used. 
3.4.  General  languages 
--------~----~---
The  general languages are these capable of processing in a 
satisfactory way  two  of main  field in wich  programming 
languages are used:  risolution of scientific problems; 
processing o£  commercial  and  administrative problems; 
processing o£  lists and sequences;  processing o£  algebraic 
expressions. 
..  'l 
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Great  diffusion and  importance  enjoys PL/1, developed by IBM  at 
first as  an  extension o£  Fortran IV,later as  an  independent 
language,  combining  the most  important features  of  FORTRAN, 
ALGOL,  COBOL  and  o£  the  languages for the processing of lists. 
PL/1  can process  a~arge variety  •of  data which are organized 
in matrices  and  structures,  even if they are very complex 
and on  which  instructions can operate treating them  formally 
as sequentials. 
Among  the general features o£  PL/1,  which  do  not exist in 
the'component-languages,  can be mentioned: 
I 
a)  modularity:  PL/1  has been structured in such a  way  that 
it can be divided into simpler subroutines covering  · 
special uses; 
I 
· b).  multiprocessing:  PL/1  is capable to process parallel  to 
the instructions for a  major procedure those o£  a 
subprocedure; 
c)  capability o£  macrodefinitions:  PL/1  is capable of 
defining macro-instructions £or the purpose of optimizing 
the object programme.  Before compilation a  macro-processing 
reads  the programme  and modifies it according to the 
macroinstructions which it meets.  The  modified programme 
is then compiled. 
.. • 
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'  The  most  advanced features,  such as  memory  control, 
multiprocessing,  macro-possibilities,  classify PL/1  as 
. the first language able to interact efficiently with the 
operational system of  the computer,  despite  the fact  that 
the interpretations of  these features  and  their dependence 
on  the snecific features  of  the computer,  are not yet clear. 
C.P.L.  (Combined  Programming  Language)  developed in Great 
Britain by Cambridg·e  and  London  Universities is language. 
sj.milar to PL/1; 
Formula  ALGOL:  this is language derived from  Algol which 
is able to create and process lists and  sequences  o£ 
characters and  to define formal variables on  which 
algebraic processing is-possible; 
LISP  2:  this  language is partly an  extension of Algol, 
whose  formal  aspects it has preserved, towards  LISP  1.·5 
£rom  which it takes  some  £unctions  and internal structures. 
Partly it is an  attempt to overcome  the major  drawbacks  o£ 
LISP,such as  the difficult coding of programmes,  the slow 
speed o£  interpretation,  the poor efficiency in numerical 
calculations; 
ALGOL  68:  essentially a  generalization of ALGOL  60  at 
PL/1  level. It is still in the stage o£  elaboration and 
£inal completion. '· 
3.5.  Special  languages  -----------------
There exists a  very wide  range of  languages created for very 
special uses which require generally specific knowledge  of 
the fields  to·. which  they refer. 
Many  of these languages  are structured like subroutines 
(and can have  been  derived from  more  general  languages)  or 
are based on  macroinstructions,in which case  they have  a 
very rigid structure,  which is,  however,  not  a  disadvantage, 
due  to the very limited field of application.  Because of the 
great number  and  the  q~ick developments  taking place in 
this  field,  we  will  just mention the more  important 
applications starting with languages oriented towards  specific 
classes of problems. 
- Tool machine control:  the  languages are sui  ted for programming 
all the operations  to be carried ont  during the working  (with 
cutting tools)  of  a  piece,  in order to get a finishedproduct; 
we  have  thus  languages which permit,  on  the one  hand,  bi-and 
threedimensional descriptions  (final surface of the piece to be 
worked)  and  s~pply,on the other hand,  a  programme  written in 
a  code which  can be directly interpreted by  the tool machine 
and carried out in the form  of eiementary operations  (moving 
the tool,  moving  the piece,  determining the revolving. speed; 
etc.). 
The  most  prominent o£  these  lan~ages is without  doubt  APT 
(Automatically  Progr~mmed Tools),  ~eveloped by M.I.T. 
· £rom  1955  on. 110 
- Ci:vil  Engineering:  the languages  are destined for particular.· 
applications in this field and are prepared in such a  way  as 
to require only a  minimum  of information on  the computers 
for their use.  Among  languages of this .type let us  remember 
COGO whichM.I.T.  developed and whic.h  is suitable for the  -
solution of  geometrical problems presenting  themselves  in 
civil engineering ~.g.  topographic surveys),  STRESS  £or 
calculating articulate structures under various  loading 
conditions,  and  ICES  which is an integrated system £or the  -·  . 
processing o£  various problems,  such as  structural analysis, 
bridge calculations,  road engineering,  etc. 
~ ComP-uter  simulation:  languages  belonging to this class have 
the purpose o£  allowing,  as far as possible,  studies about 
the computer's  hardware before its actual production,  simula- .  . 
ting on  another computer its logical  design and behaviour. 
Languages  of this type are ~and  Simulating Digital System 
and various others. 
~-Simulation of continuous  systems:  the  languages  have  the 
purpose o£  defining the dynamic  state o£  a  system which varies 
contipually with time;  this can happen when  considering 
~ither particular systems  (mechanical,  electrical,  chemical, 
etc.),and in this case we  have  a  specialized terminology or 
general systems,  i.e. integral and differential equations 
determining the evolution o£  the  sy~tem over·time. 
In this way  it is possible to simulate  an~logical and hybrid 
computers.  The  most popular languages  used are ~.developed 
by IBM  and MIDAS. 1 1  1. • 
-Discrete simulation:  in discrete simulation the system's 
evolution is thought of as  a  whole  of many  parallel processes, 
. each o£  which is related to one  element  of the system,  whose 
state is upgraded at the end  o£  a  sui  table waiting in.terval: 
during these intervals a  queue  o£  events forms  {due  to the 
instantaneous verifidation o£  some  processes  and the termination 
of others) which have  to be  taken into account  during the .next 
upgrading. 
These  systems  can  therefore become  extremely complex:  and 
then considerable theoretical as well as practical problems 
present themselves . concerning the parallelism of .these 
processes  (e.g.  the problems  deriving  f~om simultaneous 
upgrading of processes which  :i.nter£ere with each other). 
Ainong  the  m~st popular languages can be mentioned GPSS,  SIMSCRIPT 
. (derived £rom  FORTRAN),.22.!!,  MILITRAN  and  SIHULA. 
Also  languages £or interactive systems were developed,  such 
as .QE2.  by M. I.  T. 
- Informa"J;ion  proces:sing:  this is a  very wide field which 
comprises  the creation and maintenance of archives,  the 
recording and  information retrieval,the question-answer 
system:  generally speaking,  these are more  complex  systems 
than real languages. 
•Management  of graphic  terminals:  the languages  are used·£9r 
the description and synthesis  of drawings,.and in general 
o£  patterns,  allowing e.g.  composition,  rotation and 
translation;  generally these languages  use i/o optical 
devices. 4.  Translating programmes:  assemblers  and  compilers 
Translating programmes  (or better,  "metaprogrammes")  have 
been created for the purpose of eliminating the difficult 
task of codifying programh\es  into basic languages. 
They  can be divided into  "  machine-oriented." languages 
and  "  problem-oriented  "• 
4.1.  Assemblers 
Assemblers  are metaprogrammes  which  translate programmes 
written in "machine-oriented"  language into a  sequence of 
instructions  (objective codes)  written,in machine  language 
and ready for processing. 
The  first assemblers were produced by computer users as 
routine~ for facilitating the writing of their programmes. 
One  of the first organic standardization attempts  led to  th~ 
SAP  assembler for IBM's  704.  This  and other assemblers 'JTere 
not much  more  than one  to one  translators. 
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With the development  of operational systems  and in  connection 
with batch processing,  assembling programmes  became  more  and 
more.important.  Sine~ this technique foresaw the processing 
without  any interruption of a  large 'number  of  jobs,  the 
assembler was  incorporated into the operational system and 
supplied by  the computer  m~nu£acturers. 
Power  and flexibility of assemblers  and the connected symbolic 
"machine-oriented"  languages  have been substan:t:ially increased 
by  adoption of  macro~operational techniques. I 
Depending  on  these techniques  a  set of instructions can be 
•• 
thought of as  a  single instruction to a  pseudo-computer 
which is far more  sophisticated than the one  at·disposal. 
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4.2.  Compilers 
----------
Generally,  compiler is a  programme  which  accepts  as  input 
a  "problem-oriented" programme  like Fortran,  Algol,  etc.  and 
produces  a  sequence of "machine-oriented"  language instructions. 
This whole  of instructions undergoes  later an  assembly process 
during which  the final translation into machine  language,  the 
allocation of the memory  and  the storage in it take place. 
The  first compilers for  0problem-oricnted"  symbolic  languages 
·were developed in the years  1956-1958.  The  most  important o£ 
these compilers,  which is a  milestone in the history o£ 
automatic programmation,  was  the Fortran compiler developed 
£or the  IBM  709  by  the Backus  team. 
The  efficiency of the Fortran compilers produced by  IBM 
contz:ibuted to a larger diffusion not only of this  language, 
but also of IBM  computers. 
This  language is still today  the  mos~widely used algebraic 
language £or scientific applications • 
· The  success of  For.tra~ forced other manufacturers  to produce 
compilers for this  language,  and thus  the compiler ALTAC  for 
the computer Philco 2000,  the  Honeywel~ Algebraic Compiler 
and the Control Data 1604  Fortran were produced. 114. 
At  the same  time  (1958),  bec~use o£  the work  o£  the European 
GAMM  team, a  new  algebraic language called Algol  58  which was 
completely independent  o£  the computer,  was  developed. 
This  ,  was  the first  universa~ly accepted language,with 
· ~ strictly defined  sy~tax.  This  £act led to many  other studies 
i 
in the field o£  languages based on  the work  o£  Chomsky  (1). 
current  development  o£  compilers is related to these studies 
which were  directed towards: 
a)  lexical analysis:  stage o£  the compiling process which 
transforms  the entry programme  into a  list o£  characters, 
each o£  which has  a  'lllell  defined meaning  (e. g.  at this 
stage· a  character used with different meaning will be 
translated with a  different character on  the list). 
b)  syntax analysis:  the list of characters is examined £or 
the purpose of verifying the compatibility of entry 
instructions and generating a  structure reproducing the 
instruction to which it refers in such a  way  as to be 
coded directly. 
(1)  A.N.·  Chomsky  - On .certain formal properties  o£.  grammars 
- InPormation and Control,  vol.  2,  1959.  · 
. ' • 
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The  syntax analysis is followed generally by  a  transforming 
process of the resulting structure into a  sequ.ence ·of macro-
instructions. Algorithms  optimize later this sequence  (e.g. 
eliminating from  the cycles  invariant calculations, 
dis.tributing in a  most  rational way  ~ndex registers,  etc.) 
and develop  the macro-instructions. 
An  assembly phase concludes  the compling process. 
The  complex  techniques used in compilers make  their 
construction long and difficult.  ~n order to speed up  their 
construction,  special languages  have been created in order 
to produce at least partially the compilers. 
These  languages  are called CC  (Compiler Compiler)  and  include 
the development  of a  whole  of standard techniques  in compiler 
construction. 
Research in this field was  conducted by American  teams  which 
have realized  FSL,  VITAL,  CABAL  and by  a  European  t~am 
from the Manchester University which  created SPG.  Another 
rather interesting field,  from  a  theoretical as well  as from  a 
practical viewpoint,  is the possibility o£  supplying high 
level symbolic  languages  and the relative compilers able to 
expand their capacity by the macroinstruction technique. 
With this  technique.  it is possible to extend without 
rest~iction language and compilers creating pseudo-instructions 
capable to introduce new.semantic  and syntactical forms • 
• 5.  Experts' forecasts for software 
Experts'  forecasts for software in 1980  are summarized in  •  • 
table III.1. 
Extracting from  the  table the  common  features  and  leaving 
out those who  strongly disagree,  the following pattern 
is obtained: 
"Simplified ( "naturai")  programming  languages will  be used. 
More  specialized languages  are required,  among  ·them  enquiry 
languages. Distinction 'between  basic and  application software 
will  become  sharper. 
Hardwarisation of  some  software functions  (e.g.  supervisory 
control  progra~s) will be achieved.  Increasing sophistication. 
and  importance of applications will bring with them  an increase 
in the role of the system analyst. " 
• 117. 
TABLE  Ill. 1  EXPERTS'  FORECASTS  FOR  1980 
INTERVIEW  N.  SOnwARE 
E  Simplified languages., I  ncr  eased role of 
1 
,  syste111  analyst 
E  Special-purpose 
2 
language  a 
E  Simplified  languages 
3 
Hardwarlz~d soflware funcllona 
E 
4 
E 
5 
E 
6 
E  Slmpll fi ed  programming  languages 
7 
E  Simplified programming  languages 
8 
Enquiry  languages 
E  Enquiry  languagos,lncreaaed role of 
9 
ayalem  analysl 
Highy  sophlsllcated software 
E  £nquiry  systCtn 
10 
Nalural  languages 
Increased role of system  analysts  .  More  separation of'baslc fr0111 
application software 
E11  Hardwarlzed  software functl\)n& 
..  Simplified languages 
Associative files  . 118. 
FOllowat  TABlE  111.1  EXPERTS'  FORECASTS  FOR  1980 
INTERV I  f.\1  N.  SOF1WARE  •  . 
.. 
E  Hardwarlzed  software functions 
12 
(Indexing relative adreaslng, 
'reallocaUons,  etc.) 
~-·-
E  ln\.er-flle 
13 
cOIMiunfcatlon  language  to 
enable establishing data banks 
E 
14 
i 
. 
. 
.' 
•  . 
., 
. 
.  ' 
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6. Conclusion 
In the past great attention was  given to techniques concerning 
the applicational programmes,  while concerning the programmes 
.of system control only  unorganized and  improvised efforts 
were made.  On  the  ~th~r hand,  to-day and  in the foreseeable 
future  the percentage of programmes  for  the system control 
(operational  systems,  utility programmes,subroutine archives) 
·is considerably greater than the applicational programmes, 
although the latter are the actual purpose of employing 
a  computer.  For this reason,  the major  innovations which  can • 
be expected in the field of software are bound  to be in the 
sector of supervisory and  operational  systems.  This can take 
place partly also with their transfer to hardware  through 
~mplementation ·of read-only memories~  along the lines of 
technical  evolution already mentioned in the chapter  on 
hardware. 
The  predictable development  of languagesis related to  this 
process. 
I 
Concerning programming  languages,  it must  be remembered  that 
the great proliferation which  happened  in this field  has 
resulted.in a  very confused situation  • 
. In order to put some  order in this field studies are  con-
stantly made  about  the theoretical foundations  o£  the lan-
.  ' 
guages  in general and  about  the formulation  of the programming 
languages  in particular. These studies are essential also 
for the construction of the translating programmes  of these 
languages. 120  • 
The  narrow definition of programming  languages  is however 
still an  open  problem,  and  the development  of a  uniform 
theory and  a  universal  language is still a  long term 
objective. 
Together with the basic development  of the definition  of 
the languages,  there exist two  individual lines of develop-
ment:  in the first, .the computer is seen from  the users's 
viewpoint  and research is,  therefore,  oriented towards pro-
duction of easier and  more  practical systems,  in the  second 
line research is oriented towards  the development  of  theor~ 
tical means  for the study of these languages. 
In the first line are included the research concerning  the 
construction of basic  languag~~ equipped with techniques 
which permit  the user to develop his  own  language  and  the 
attempts  to adjust  the  computer for  the  acceptance of lan-
guages. which  are more  and  more  similar to the natural ones. 
Moreover  ,  more  powerful  techniques  are being studied  for 
the. dialogue with  the operational  systems  and  for the use 
of new  means  of  communications with the computer  (e.g.  video 
terminals). 
.  '· 
From  a  theoretical viewpoint,in addition to the already men-
tioned basic research,the second  line of development  concerns  the· 
following.fields:  verification of the compiler's efficiency 
·from  the point of view of translation and  debugging,  the 
methods  for the construction of languages  capable to  gener~ 
·te other languages,  the construction-of languages for the 
efficient handling of b'ig. masses  of information.  Great  atten, 
tion is also given to problems related to the new  techniques 
of mapagement  of computers  (parallelism,  multiprogramming, 
time-sharing),  transferingm hardware  some  of the functions 
still performed by software  (mathematical  subroutines). 
...  . The  developments which will  take place in the translating 
programmes  are related to these developments  in programming 
languages. 
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First of all,  the skill of the translator has  to be verified, 
i. e.  the degree  of equivalence which  they manage  to establish 
between  the programme  to be 'translated and  the object  code 
produced.· These  problems  are solved for  the  time being in an 
empiric way. 
One  of the crucial points  emerging is the necessity for  a 
strict definition of the semantics  and  syntax of programming 
languages,  so that more  clearness in this field (still  far 
away)  can  produce positive reactions  in the field o£  tran-
slators,  reducing at the same  time  the high cost o£  producing 
the~e programmes. 
Related to the problem  o£  cost  and  formalization of the lan-
guages,  the writing systems  is the most  interesting branch o£ 
.. 
development  and  research  in  the field of translators. 
The  most  interesting research  concerns  meta~ass~~biers. (used  '-------- £or the construction of assemblers  and·compilers  using macro-
instruction  techniques)  Compiler-Compilers  and  extendable  ' 
compilers which  allow the  int.roduction o£  techniques into  the 
compilers  and  languages  ~1hich permit  their development. 
In the field o£  interactions between  translating languages 
and  hardware,  we  want  to mention  the possible and predictable 
applications o£  microprogramming  techni-ques  in the translation 
'  process.  It is not unreasonable to think that such techniques 
can be used successfully in the process o£  lexical analysis; 
in the construction· of, charts which  guide the syntactical 
analysis,  and  in debugging. In  the US, the cost of  programming  as  compared  to the total data 
processing cost  (cost of hardware,  programmes,  programme 
·maintenance  and  upgrading of data)  has  gone  from  5%  in 1950 
to  50%  in  1965  and  will reach  80%  in 1970.  The  problem will 
become  even more  critical in the future. 
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This  is the central  problem which  has  to be coped vti th during 
the seventies.  Its solution requires ·an  increasing compatibility 
1 among  the various  systems,  not  only vertically among  successive 
generations  and  within  computer  families  of the  same  generation 
(e.g.  IBM's  360  series), but also horizontally among  the 
l 
\families produced by different manufacturers,  in order  to avoid 
\further efforts of reprogramming. 
S~ch a  compatibility implies  also a  common  man-machine  interface, 
i.e. the possibility for  the users  to be.able to change  from 
one processing system to another without further training and 
the standardization not  only of the programming languages,  but 
also of the principal features  of the operational  systems  of 
computer  management  (utility programmes,  diagnostics,  control 
files,  input-output management). 
Standardization of the features  of the operational  systems will 
permit  the exchange o{ data among  independently produced pro-
grammes  and  give  the possibility to combine  data from  various 
origins into an  integrated whole  (data bank). 
From  this point of view,  the road to follow would  be that of 
the creation of  a  common  machine - machine  interface,  i.e. 
creation of one  single language of description of the machine's 
internal  formats for  the writing of  data~  such  a  language 
would  have  to be managed  directly by the operational  systems 
and  supply the basis for an effective horizontal  compatibility 
(computer networks). • 
An  ideal long term solution could be the realization o£  a 
standard interface on  the  "extended machine"  level  (hard-
ware plus operational  system),  obtained,  for example, 
through  the microprogramming  technique. 
~  .... __  , __  ·~-.. ~-·--...----~ 
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